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1.0 Introduction/Executive Summary
Founded in 2008, Incapsulate, a minority, woman-owned,
small business based in the District of Columbia, has deep
public sector experience using cloud-based technologies to
drive digital transformation efforts for public and commercial

organizations. We are a Certified Salesforce Summit (Platinum) Consulting partner focused
on implementing and supporting Salesforce centric
solutions with expertise across the entire suite of
Salesforce tools. Incapsulate is a certified partner of Vlocity
(now Salesforce Industries), Mulesoft, Tableau, Amazon
Web Services, Google Cloud, ESRI, DocuSign, and Box.
Our deep roots in the public sector and bench strength
have allowed us to provide implementation and support to
States, Counties, Cities and Local governments at scale. We are a leading provider of cloud-based
Services and Salesforce specifically. Our 4.97 out of 5 customer ratings is a testament to our
customers of the quality of work we provide.
Incapsulate is pleased to present our solution for an enterprise-level, Cloud-based statewide case
management system for the West Virginia Department of Health and Human Resources, Office of
Inspector General’s Foster Care Ombudsman (FCO) office. Incapsulate understands the FCO’s role
in advocating for the rights of foster children and foster parents, investigating and resolving
complaints, monitoring legislation and policies, and maintaining a statewide uniform report system.
To effectively fulfill these responsibilities, the FCO requires a robust case management system that
can handle various functions, including receiving, evaluating, referring, assigning, monitoring,
investigating, and reporting on child welfare-related concerns and systemic issues.

Incapsulate’s proposed Case Management Solution (CMS) is built using Salesforce Public Sector
Solution License. Our CMS will serve as the foundation for the FCO’s statewide case management
system, this will allow the FCO the ability to

● Leverage and scale their existing investment

● Lower Risk and Cost by reusing components already built

● Higher Adoption Rate since the team is already familiar with the framework

● Allowing original developers to take on the new features being developed easily.

Following are some of the key reasons why Incapsulate is the right choice for the FCO

1. The FCO’s desired Technical Solution is an excellent fit for the Salesforce Public Sector
Foundation platform

○ Public Sector Solutions (PSS) brings a Pre-Built Low/No Code solution

○ Incapsulate is implementing a similar solution for clients in California and Virginia

○ PSS allows for an implementation that aligns with the FCO Timeline and Budget

○ PSS provides the needed functionality at a lower annual renewal cost, allowing for
the best long-term budget flexibility for the FCO’s leadership team.

2. Incapsulate is the right choice as a Salesforce Summit (Platinum) Consulting partner to
implement a Salesforce based Solution
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○ Summit Partner with 600+ Technical Certifications and 13 years of experience, we
have the size, skills and experience for this project

○ We have Expert Navigator badges in Public Sector and a Platinum Partner
certification and Salesforce recognizes us as experts in State and Local

○ We have the right Past Performance and proven record of success in projects
similar to the State project in:

i. District of Columbia Office of Attorney General

ii. Commonwealth of Virginia, Virginia Information Technology Agency (VITA)

iii. City of Opelika

iv. Alabama Department of Agriculture & Industries

v. County of San Mateo.

3. Incapsulate brings the right leadership team for project success

○ Our Executive Sponsor, Incapsulate Regional Vice President Mrudula Anne. She has
deployed over 50 State and Local Government projects over 10 years and runs our
delivery organization responsible for all our State and Local Government
Customers.

○ Team who has implemented similar solutions across the country.

We have provided a detailed description of our solution architecture and description in the next
section of this proposal response.

As per the RFQ requirement, we will assign a dedicated Contract Manager who will be responsible
for overseeing Incapsulate's responsibilities under this Contract. Below is the Contract Manager’s
contact information

Contract Manager:

Contract Manager: Ramana Bhamidipati

Telephone Number: 888-589-2571

Fax Number: 866-890-4848

Email Address: vbhamidipati@incapsulate.com
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2.0 Proposed Solution
The proposed Salesforce solution is based on leveraging Public Sector Solutions (PSS). Salesforce
Public Sector Solutions (PSS) is a suite of purpose-built applications that help government
agencies deliver services to their constituents more effectively. PSS is built on the Salesforce
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system, and it includes a variety of pre-built
applications including Public Complaints management.

General Salesforce Information and Other Features - The Salesforce platform allows users to
have a unified user interface providing a 360° view of the system and activity across all case
management systems. Our Solution is able to be configured by any system administrator in your
organization utilizing a low no code solution, and allows scalability to fit your needs. Many of our
clients do their own configurations post go-live and are confident in their ability to tailor Salesforce’s
solution to fit their ongoing needs. Our solution is extendable (customizable, configurable, and
integrative) with clicks and not code, enabling agencies to extend their system as their needs
evolve. Incapsulate provides all of our clients with intuitive training, configurable user guides based
on the solution, and technical support for ongoing user accessibility.

Salesforce service offerings are intuitive and easy to use, can be deployed rapidly, customized
easily, and integrated with other platforms and enterprise apps. Salesforce delivers solutions as a
service via all the major Internet browsers and on leading mobile devices. Not only does Salesforce
provide enterprise cloud apps, but Salesforce also provides an enterprise cloud computing
platform upon which Salesforce customers and partners build and customize their own apps.

Salesforce runs in a browser and does not install any software on the local device, is browser
agnostic and supports all major browsers (Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and
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Apple Safari). The fully documented list of supported browsers and mobile devices for the full
Salesforce site and Salesforce Mobile is available in the following articles in online our Help &
Training Portal:
https://help.salesforce.com/HTViewHelpDoc?id=getstart_browser_overview.htm&language=en_US
and https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=sf1_requirements.htm&type=0.

Salesforce’s vision is based on multi-tenant technology architecture and a subscription service
business model. Salesforce’s metadata-driven, multi-tenant cloud runs on a single code base,
which enables every customer to run their organization on the latest release without disruption.
Because Salesforce deploys all upgrades on its servers, new features and functionality
automatically become part of the Salesforce service on the upgrade release date and therefore
benefit all Salesforce customers immediately. Salesforce continually provides these cloud
computing technologies to enterprise customers around the world.

Recognition for Leadership in the Cloud - Salesforce has received multiple awards and
recognition for its expertise and leadership in the cloud. From Salesforce’s beginnings over 20
years ago, their 150,000+ customers have responded to their cloud computing offerings with
overwhelming enthusiasm. Such success has propelled Salesforce to be #1 in Enterprise Cloud
Computing and #1 in CRM according to International Data Corporation (IDC). Salesforce also ranks
as the Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrants for “CRM Customer Engagement Center” (SaaS),
“Field Service Management” (SaaS), and “Sales Force Automation” (SaaS), and a Leader in the
Gartner Magic Quadrant for “Enterprise Low-Code Application Platforms” (PaaS). In addition to the
recognition from leading Industry Analysts, Forbes Magazine named Salesforce “Innovator of the
Decade” and has named Salesforce one of the World’s Most Innovative Companies eight years in a
row.

The Magic Quadrant Gartner reports reflected in this graphic are available upon request from
Salesforce. To access these reports, please go to:
https://www.salesforce.com/company/recognition/analyst-reports/.

Rated #1 by IDC, Gartner, and Forrester, the Salesforce Platform has been designed to provide
customers with high levels of performance, reliability, and security. Salesforce built and maintains a
multi-tenant application architecture that has been designed to enable the service to scale reliably,
and cost-effectively to accommodate millions of users. The FCO will not need to maintain any
hardware or software. The Salesforce cloud-based architecture will allow FCO to deploy the
proposed Case Management solution rapidly and scale at will for future needs.

Ability to be intuitive and easy to operate - Salesforce is designed to be very intuitive and easy
to use, with common user tasks organized into consoles so that users can accomplish tasks on a
single screen with fewer clicks, windows to navigate or tabs to open.

Salesforce organizes your data into objects and records. Think of an object as a tab on a
spreadsheet, and a record like a single row of data. But unlike a traditional spreadsheet, the data is
stored in Salesforce's trusted, secure cloud. Salesforce's easy-to-use interface lets you access
your data in sophisticated ways that you could never do with a simple spreadsheet. Your records
can be linked together to show how your data is related, so that you can see the whole picture.

At the top of each Salesforce page are tabs and links for navigating to major features in Salesforce.
Use the tabs to switch between objects and features. Search to find any type of record. Access
user-specific customizations from the drop-down next to your name. Access help resources and
training and a list of apps, each of which contain different features and tabs. With administrative
privileges, you can use the Setup menu to customize Salesforce for your whole organization.
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Salesforce apps are made up of tabs and pages. Standard objects such as Accounts, Contacts,
and Cases, and other features such as Chatter typically have tabs, and from a tab, you navigate
through pages to interact with the features you’re using. For example, if you want to create an
account record, you’ll click the Accounts Tab, and land on the Accounts Home page.

Salesforce tabs can have multiple types of pages, including Home, Edit, and Detail pages, and you
can create list views for some objects. Chatter has one primary page type: a feed. Dashboards and
reports have their own page styles as well. Pages are customizable to allow users to tailor the page
to their organization's specific business needs. More specifically, users are able to customize the
home page in a number of ways including the Home Page Layout. Admins can setup different
layouts for each user profile, selecting from different components and determining their placement.
Home page components include calendar, tasks, web links and search.

The most common page elements for the most frequently used objects include:

1. A feed, where you can add and view comments about a record.
2. A sidebar, where you can do things like search and quickly create new records.
3. Sections for the record, with key fields and links.
4. Related lists, which group and display links to other records associated with the one you’re

viewing. You can change the order of related lists on your page.
5. Various links that help you move around the page or go to different pages or external sites.

The Lightning Experience user interface is a modern, productive user experience designed to help
you work faster and be unique to each user. It’s an easy-to-use experience, designed to help users
work faster, with personalized alerts, pinned regions on left and right for easy navigation between
subtabs and an interactive assistant to help each user focus on what’s important.

In Lightning Experience you can brand and customize Lightning apps to help your users work more
efficiently. For example, you can create a Lightning app for your finance department that includes
all the important items (including tabs) users need to complete common tasks. You can customize
the navigation bar color, brand it with a logo, and make the app available in the App Launcher for
the user profiles associated with the finance department.

Favorites let you quickly access important records, lists, groups, dashboards, and other frequently
used pages in Salesforce. They’re similar to bookmarks in a web browser but better because your
favorites are available no matter which browser or computer you use to log into Lightning
Experience.

The utility bar gives your users quick access to common productivity tools, like Recent Items. It
appears as a fixed footer that users can access to open utilities in docked panels. Under the
covers, utilities harness the power of Lightning components. You can add a utility bar to any
Lightning app, including standard and console apps.

Lastly, the entire UI is designed to display more of what you need without scrolling. Salesforce
does this by increasing the density of information and decreasing the white space. The fonts are of
a particular size and color that improves legibility and there is optimum contrast between the
foreground and background to make it easier to scan and scroll while staying focussed on what is
needed.
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Ease of Use - Ease of use is one of the most important factors in ensuring broad adoption of the
solution and organizational utility. To achieve the highest value from the solution investment, you
can customize the Salesforce solution to best fit its user’s needs. The Salesforce Platform offers
tools for “no compromise customizations,” to make it possible to create both fast and easy
configuration, as well as deep customizations to meet just about any need. You can easily
customize the Salesforce solution through clicks or code methodology. Salesforce configuration,
development, and administration is focused 80% on clicks vs. 20% code, dramatically improving
cost of ownership and enabling non-technical business users to easily extend existing Salesforce
functionality and/or create entirely new applications that run in the Salesforce framework. Through
the point-and-click methodology, custom fields, custom objects and new applications are easily
configured in Salesforce. All customizations are stored as metadata and interpreted at runtime
allowing the core code to be upgraded while guaranteeing that customizations will work across
upgrades. Below are some of the more typical customizations made by users:

● Customizable User Interface. Salesforce enables you to build user interfaces that match
your brand, look and feel, and the exact behavior you need and can be done through our
declarative development tools (point and click, drag and drop). Users can further augment
their individual view through the same point and click process so that they get a solution
that is personal, and fits their work style.

● Customizable Workflow. You will have the ability to set up workflow with simple clicks.
Automate common operations such as tasks, alerts, data population, outbound XML
messages and more without IT support or code.

● Customizable Objects and Fields. New fields, objects, and applications are easily
configured in Salesforce. Our point and click, drag and drop methodology enables you to
easily extend existing Salesforce functionality and/or create entirely new applications that
run in the Salesforce framework.

● Customization of Reports and Dashboards. Customizing reports is as easy as pointing
and clicking—enabling you to react quickly to trends and opportunities as you spot them.
Our dashboard facility will allow you to build dashboards based on standard or custom
reports to present high-level graphical representation of detailed report data. Anyone can
build comprehensive reports and dashboards using a wizard-driven reporting engine.

Hosting - Salesforce CRM is provided exclusively as a software-as-a-service delivered over the
public internet and accessible by end users using a web browser. Salesforce services are delivered
using Software as a Service (SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) models, and has been
described as a “Low Code Development Platform as a Service” by Forrester Research:
https://www.salesforce.com/form/conf/platform/forrester-wave-salesforce-leader.

Salesforce CRM was architected and born in the cloud since our founding in 1999. We introduced
our first SaaS CRM solution in 2000, and have since expanded our service offerings into new areas
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and industries, and introduced new features and platform capabilities. Our core mission is to
empower our customers to connect with their customers in entirely new ways through cloud,
mobile, social, Internet of Things (“IoT”) and artificial intelligence (“AI”) technologies.

Salesforce is provided entirely as a service and cannot be deployed in a container. Additionally,
Salesforce follows ITIL best practices.

Scalability - Salesforce is a pure multi-tenant, cloud-based web application. Multi-tenancy gives
applications elasticity. Salesforce applications can automatically scale from one to millions of users.
Processing more than 5 billion transactions each day, Salesforce is used for large-scale
deployments. Any application that runs on the Salesforce Platform is automatically architected to
seamlessly scale from 1 user to millions of users without the customer having to do anything
differently.

All applications (including mobile, offline and read-only options) and data running on the Salesforce
Platform are deployed to and replicated across multiple data centers in different geographies. Every
application, no matter how large or small, gets the full benefits of the backup, failover, disaster
recovery, and other infrastructure services required for an organization’s mission-critical
applications.

Disaster Recovery - Salesforce maintains a Disaster Recovery plan that supports a robust
business continuity strategy for the production services and platforms. The Disaster Recovery Plan
has been developed from industry-accepted methodologies and encompasses principles of
high-availability engineering. The Disaster Recovery plan is constantly measured against strict
regulatory and governance requirements, and is a crucial part of the acceptance plan when making
changes or additions to the production environment.

Each Salesforce instance is built and maintained in two geographically separate locations. An
instance is actively served from one location (the active site) with transactions replicating in near
real-time to the other completely redundant location (the ready site). This infrastructure model
allows us to switch the location of the active site for maintenance, compliance, and disaster
recovery purposes, which is referred to as a site switch.

Customer data, up to the last committed transaction, is replicated to disk in near-real time at the
designated disaster recovery data center, backed up at the active data center, and then cloned at
a ready data center. Backups are performed daily at each data center facility without stopping
access to the application. Backup cloning is transmitted over an encrypted network (our MPLS
network across all data centers). Backups are retained for 90 days and never physically leave our
secure data center facilities unless they are to be retired and destroyed through a secure
destruction process.

For business continuity purposes, Salesforce supports disaster recovery with a dedicated team
and a 4 hour recovery point objective (RPO) and 12 hour recovery time objective (RTO).

As part of our Continuous Site Switching program, Salesforce switches the active and ready
instance locations approximately once every 6 months. Continuous site switching allows us to
continuously improve our operations and infrastructure in order to provide you with the high
availability of our services you’ve come to expect. In addition, continuous site switching satisfies
the internal compliance requirement of many of our customers, which is their instances can be
served from either geographic location throughout the year.

Additional details on Salesforce’s Disaster Recovery can be provided with the execution of an NDA
between Salesforce and the State.
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2.1 Solution Key Features
The Key modules of the Public Sector Solution Complaint Management system include but is not
limited to the following.

Public Complaints - Public Complaint records document an event or a concern about a person's
well-being. A complaint, or incident, can be any number of things including but not limited to
potential child neglect. Creating a Complaint record, called Public Complaint in Public Sector
Solutions, helps you track these events and keep a complete participant record.

Portal functionality that allows you to create an intake form to allow non Salesforce users to create
a Complaint/Case. The web form will be hosted on a Salesforce based web page.

For Complaint incident tracking - The Salesforce Solution has a standard Complaint module to
manage complaints. This includes but is not limited to: intake, assignment, notifications to the
submitter, internal notifications, and closing of complaints.

Complaint and Case ParticipantsEach person in a case or complaint has a role and a status that
you create. Roles could be participant, family member, teacher, or correctional officer. Statuses for
the role could be active, inactive, and not responsive. Based on your requirements values will be
established to suit your needs

Party Relationship Groups - Party relationship groups is a collection of related parties that share
a common purpose or relationship. For example, you could create a Party Relationship Group to
represent all of the members of a household. They will help you to improve visibility, efficiency, and
security.

Contacts and Accounts - Salesforce Accounts and Contacts are two of the most important
objects in Salesforce. As an example, Accounts represent businesses that you do business with,
and Contacts represent the people who work for those businesses.

Accounts and Contacts are related to each other by the Account Contact Relationship. This
relationship allows you to track the relationships between people and businesses without creating
duplicate records. For example, if you have a contact who works for multiple accounts, you can
create a single contact record and relate it to the accounts that the contact works for.

The Core functionality of the PSS proposed solution include but is not limited to:

Flows - Salesforce Flows are a powerful tool that allows you to automate business processes in
Salesforce. Flows can be used to do things like:

● Send emails

● Create or update records

● Approve or reject records

● Launch other flows

● Interact with external systems

Flows are created using a point-and-click interface (declarative), so you don't need to be a
developer to create them. This makes flows a great option to automate your workflows without
having to write code. Flows support several different types of actions including: creating a record,
updating a record, tasks, email alerts, submit for approval and outbound messages, among others.

Digital Process Automation - Digital Process Automation is a simplified, Salesforce Public Sector
industry automation solution enabling IT to rapidly deliver integrated customer experiences using
declarative tools. Digital Process Automation is a comprehensive workflow solution that can
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connect end-to-end workflows across the entire customer journey. Powered by OmniStudio, Digital
Process Automation leverages the existing industry data models and prebuilt workflow libraries that
enable IT organizations to deliver end-to-end automation with speed, agility, and at scale.

OmniStudio is a powerful suite of task-based components and services that enable businesses to
rapidly deliver digital-first and industry-specific experiences across multiple devices and channels.
OmniStudio empowers organizations to craft branded, dynamic customer interactions fast, and
connect them with enterprise data and applications, without code.

● Craft branded customer interactions and complaint intake flows with clicks, not code.

● Integrate enterprise data into processes using drag-and-drop configuration with a modular,
micro services-oriented approach.

● Build and deploy UI components into processes fast, creating pixel-precise, branded
customer experiences.

Experience Cloud - Salesforce Experience Cloud lets you create branded digital experiences to
share information and collaborate with people who are key to your business processes, such as
customers, partners, or employees. Whether you call it a portal, help forum, support community, or
something else, an Experience Cloud site is a great place to connect with the important folks in
your life.

Apps and Connectors - Salesforce apps and connectors are a powerful way to extend the
functionality of Salesforce and integrate with other applications. Apps can be used to add new
features, automate tasks, and improve the user experience. Connectors can be used to connect
Salesforce to other applications, such as CRM systems, marketing automation platforms, and
customer support systems.

History tracking - Salesforce has a multitude of history tracking and auditing features that provide
valuable information about the use of an organization’s applications and data, which in turn can be
a critical tool in diagnosing potential or real security issues. Auditing features include:

● Record Modification Fields - All objects include fields to store the name of the user who
created the record and who last modified the record. This provides some basic auditing
information.

● Login History - You can review a list of successful and failed login attempts to your
organization for the past six months within Salesforce. You can also track the geographic
location of the IP addresses of your logins in your personal settings. You can track the
geographic location of the login IP addresses for any of your users in the user’s detail page.
To get more detailed geographic information, such as city and postal code, you can
download the login history. Due to the nature of geolocation technology, the accuracy of
geolocation fields (for example, country, city, postal code) can vary.

● Field History Tracking - You can also enable auditing for individual fields, which will
automatically track any changes in the values of selected fields. Although auditing is
available for all custom objects, only some standard objects allow field-level auditing.

● Setup Audit Trail - Administrators can also view a Setup Audit Trail for the past six months
within Salesforce, which logs when modifications are made to your organization's
configuration. This trail can be downloaded into Excel or as a csv file. While the Login History
and Setup Audit Trail are available for six months within Salesforce, audit trails can be
downloaded and stored locally to meet longer audit log retention requirements. Detailed
application logs can be used for forensics investigations by customers. These logs are
stored for 12 months and are available for a fee.
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Reporting and Dashboards -In Salesforce, reports are created through a series of clicks to
select fields to include in the report, create report filters, define criteria for summarizing data, etc.
No coding is needed to create a report, even a report that uses formulas or calculations. Formulas
or calculations for a report are created at the field level, and the system provides some built-in
guidance to create such fields.
Reports can be created ad hoc,
saved for later use, and scheduled
to be emailed to users on a periodic
basis (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.)

Users can easily learn how to build
simple and complex reports through
extensive online help and training
documentation provided by
Salesforce. Salesforce also provides
hands-on training through their
Trailhead website. Dashboards can
be easily created from any report to
provide a graphical view of the
report.

Real-time, Powerful Built-In Dashboards, Reporting, and Analytics – Salesforce includes a
powerful suite of analytics and reporting tools to help view and analyze data that can be accessed
via the web or via a mobile device in real-time. Analytic capabilities consist of the following:

● Tabular reports are best for creating lists of records or a list with a single total

● Summary reports are similar to tabular reports but also allow users to group rows of data,
view subtotals, and create charts

● Matrix reports can be used for comparing related totals, especially if there are large
amounts of data to summarize and users need to compare values in several different fields,
or users want to look at data by date and by type, person, or geography

● Dashboards that show data from source reports as visual components, which can be
charts, gauges, tables, metrics, or custom Visualforce pages

● Folders to store reports, dashboards, documents, or email templates

● Analytic snapshot helps users report on historical data

Core Reports & Dashboards - Salesforce includes a powerful suite of analytics and reporting
tools to help you view and analyze your real-time data that can be accessed via the web or mobile
device. Analytic capabilities consist of several integrated parts:

● Report Types: A report type defines the set of records and fields available to a report
based on the relationships between a primary object and its related objects. Reports
display only records that meet the criteria defined in the report type. Salesforce provides a
set of predefined standard report types; administrators can also create custom report
types.

● Report Formats: Salesforce reports can use the tabular, summary, matrix, or joined
format:
● Tabular reports are the simplest and fastest way to look at data. Similar to a

spreadsheet, they consist simply of an ordered set of fields in columns, with each
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matching record listed in a row. Tabular reports are best for creating lists of records or
lists with a single total. Examples include contact mailing lists and activity reports.

● Summary reports are similar to tabular reports but allow users to group rows of data,
view subtotals, and create charts. They can be used as the source report for dashboard
components. This type of report can be used to show subtotals based on the value of a
particular field or when a hierarchical list is desired, such as all Cases for your team,
subtotal by Status and Owner.

● Matrix reports are similar to summary reports but allow users to group and summarize
data by rows and columns. This type of report can be used for comparing related totals,
especially if there are large amounts of data to summarize and users need to compare
values in several different fields, or users want to look at data by date and by type,
person, or geography.

● Joined reports let users create multiple report blocks that provide different views of the
data. Each block acts like a “sub-report,” with its fields, columns, sorting, and filtering. A
joined report can even contain data from different report types. You can create up to five
blocks in one Joined report. Joined reports are perfect for analyzing Salesforce data
across multiple report types, like Opportunities with Products joined to Cases with
Assets. Or, you can get multiple, simultaneous views of an object, like Closed Won
Opportunities alongside Closed Lost Opportunities.

● Reports: A report returns a set of records that meets specific criteria and displays it in
organized rows and columns. Report data can be filtered, grouped, and displayed
graphically as a chart. Reports are stored in folders, which control who has access. To help
you monitor, Salesforce offers a wide range of standard reports, accessible in the reports
tab’s standard folders. All our standard reports are “templates,” so they can be used as
report starting points from which users can alter fields, criteria, etc., and use the “Save As”
function to easily capture a version more specific to their unique needs. Users can also
create new custom reports to access the information they need. Subtotal and limit data to
help users analyze trends and get a concise picture of what is happening in the Case
Management System. Report Builder is intuitive and user friendly. There is no need for IT
support or advanced scripting capabilities to run reports. View Salesforce’s Tutorial on
Creating Reports with the Report Builder in Trailhead:
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/lex_implementation_reports_dashb
oards/lex_implementation_reports_dashboards_using_report_builder.

● Dashboards: A dashboard shows data from source reports as visual components, which
can be charts, gauges, tables, metrics, or custom Visualforce pages. They provide a
snapshot of key metrics and performance indicators for the State. Each dashboard can
have up to 20 components. Administrators control access to dashboards by storing them
in folders with certain visibility settings. Dashboard folders can be public, hidden, or
restricted to groups, roles, or territories. If you have access to a folder, you can view its
dashboards. Users need access to the folder for the underlying source report to view a
dashboard component. Each dashboard has a running user whose security settings
determine which data to display in a dashboard. View Salesforce’s Tutorial on Visualizing
Your Data with the Lightning Dashboard Builder in Trailhead:
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/modules/lex_implementation_reports_dashboards/units/lex
_implementation_reports_dashboards_visualizing_data.
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Files and Attachments - Salesforce supports the attachment of any file type to virtually any
object or record within Salesforce. Attachments have the following standard fields, listed in
alphabetical order.

● Description (Description of the uploaded file)

● File Name (Name of the uploaded file)

● Private (Checkbox to indicate that the attachment is only accessible to the owner and
administrators)

● Size (Size of the uploaded file)

You can attach image, PDF, Excel, Audio and Video formats to any record.

User management: roles & permissions - Salesforce enables administrators to manage roles
and relationships between roles from within the solution in a single easy to read page depicting the
role hierarchy. The defined role hierarchy can be displayed in Tree View, Sorted List view or List
View. All users and application-level security are defined and maintained by the organization
administrator, not by Salesforce. The customer appoints the organization administrator. An
organization's sharing model sets users' default access to each other's data.

As detailed in the table below, there are four sharing models: Private, Public Read Only, Public
Read/Write, and Public Read/Write/Transfer.

Sharing Model Description

Private Only the record owner and users above that role in the hierarchy can view, edit, and report on
those records.

Public Read Only All users can view and report on records but not edit them.
Only the owner, and users above that role in the hierarchy,
can edit those records.

Public Read/Write All users can view, edit, and report on all records.

Public
Read/Write/Transfer

All users can view, edit, transfer, and report on all records.
Only available for cases or leads.

Ability to manage rules of operation and assign roles - Salesforce has a Setup environment
that allows a customer’s Administrator to configure the solution based on their specific
requirements through a declarative framework (point and click).

The organization administrator (appointed by the State and not by Salesforce) has access to the
admin interfaces in order to configure default settings, custom fields, custom reports,
role-hierarchies, add new users, reset passwords, set default pick-list values, and other functions.
The organization administrator logs onto the solution like other users within the organization;
however, they have admin privileges granted to them which provide them with this additional
access.

User provisioning and management is performed through the Salesforce Administrative Setup
environment. Users, their profiles, permissions and passwords may be managed, edited, activated
and deactivated as needed by those with appropriate permissions. An administrator with
appropriate privileges can manage session timeout, password policies, IP range login restrictions,
delegated authentication/SSO, and requirements as part of this process.

Search - Salesforce offers the following ways to search for data stored in the system with access
controls based on role and profile.
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● Sidebar Search - From the sidebar search box users can search a subset of record types
and fields. Wildcards and filters can be used to refine the search. Users can narrow results
by clicking object names on the left side of the page under Search Results. You’re taken to
a search results page that lists only records for that object.

● Advanced Search - Users can search a subset of record types in combination and more
fields, including custom fields and long text fields such as descriptions, notes, and task and
event comments. Wildcards, operators, and filters can be used to refine the search.

● Global Search - Users can leverage the global search box in the header of all Salesforce
pages to search for more records, including articles, documents, products, solutions,
Chatter feeds, files, folders, emails, groups, and people. Global search includes more fields,
including custom fields, and long text fields such as descriptions, notes, tasks and event
comments. Choose any searchable object in the dropdown list next to the global search
box to narrow your search to only those objects. Wildcards, operators, and filters can be
used to refine the search. Nickname matching helps users find records with less guessing
as the search engine automatically returns associated nicknames for Account, Contact,
Lead and User records in the results. Search for Contacts using the Account Name by
entering the first or last name (or both), plus the account name. Contacts that match the
search terms and relate the specified account are returned. In addition, administrators have
the ability to determine which custom objects should be returned in the global search
results, hiding records that are not useful for end users and allowing them to find relevant
information faster. Custom synonym groups can also be built to generate results for
commonly associated terms. Standard synonym groups are enabled by default.

With Salesforce, selecting the search box or typing keywords will provide users with instant
results for either auto-suggested records or objects to filter search criteria. The records are
chosen based on various factors, including record activity, search terms, and which object
is searched. Choose any searchable object in the dropdown list next to the global search
box to narrow your search to only those objects. And, as a user types in search terms, the
results are expanded to include records that match the search terms entered, even if they
aren’t in the same order as the user entered them. For example, a user searches for
"headquarters salesforce san francisco" and the record with salesforce headquarters is
located in san francisco appears. If the user doesn't see the record they are looking for they
can continue performing a full search. These instant results are also available in the lookup
dialog search, where users associate one record to another.

Salesforce also provides a redesigned search experience to help users find the record they
are looking for faster. Search results feature Top Results, which display the most relevant
records for the objects a user accesses the most. The search scope bar allows users to
filter results by object. Top Results, Feeds, Applications, and More always appear on the
bar. The other objects change their order depending on how often a user accesses them. If
a user can’t find an object, they can use the More link to see an alphabetical list of all
available objects. Most frequently used objects that don’t fit in the search scope bar appear
at the top of the list. If a user wants to see results for multiple objects, they use Top Results.
Top Results make finding a record easier and faster because it lists the top record results,
by relevance, for each of the user's most frequently used objects.
Salesforce search results pages also include a sort drop-down. In addition, users can click
the column headers to sort results. Users can adjust column widths and wrap long lines of
text in search results, making it easier for users to scan results without scrolling back and
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forth. Also, an improved sorting menu gets search results in order. Users find sorting helpful
when faced with too many search results, even within a specific object type. The sort
drop-down lists all the columns shown in the search results layout for the user to choose
from. Results are sorted by relevance by default. If users sort from the Top Results page,
they are taken to the object’s results page to see a longer list of sorted results.

Training and Documentation - Incapsulate will perform Train the trainer training services for your
users and trainers, as well as system administrators and staff, using a combination of on-site
training at the State and online web-based training (WBT) as needed. Our prior experiences
migrating from historic paper-based business practices to modern cloud-based solutions have led
us to view training as not only essential for ensuring employees have the appropriate skills to
perform their jobs successfully but also for ensuring engagement and buy-in as users adopt to a
new system with (potentially) new business processes. As such, we have developed a “continuous
training” approach focused on contact outreach and user engagement throughout the project
lifecycle. Fundamentally, our concept is based on years of prior implementation experience and
practical insight that provides early product demos and training opportunities early and often
increases the stickiness of concepts and drives positive change behaviors. Our continuous training
approach includes the following activities:

● Conducting product concept demos for all staff involved in requirements definition phases
and defining key staff responsible for maintenance and support post-go live.

● Scheduling joint system testing sessions where key staff could sit with our testers to
perform hands-on testing and debugging.

● Allocating enough time to allow at least 30% of users to participate in some form of
hands-on User Acceptance Testing (UAT).

● Developing and executing a Training and Knowledge Transfer Plan for end users and
technical users.

● Conducting Train-the-Trainer sessions where core client staff lead and provide training to
the remaining user base with a trained Incapsulate system admin present during the training
to provide real-time support.

● Incapsulate uses a blended approach to training by leveraging the Online Courses (WBT)
developed by Salesforce and the Instructor-led Training (ILT) and training materials
developed by Incapsulate. The ILT sessions and the training materials developed by
Incapsulate would be more advanced and customized to the Case Management Solution
delivered to the FCO.

● Offering online courses and other training materials to provide basic and in-depth
knowledge of the Salesforce environment via Salesforce-provided courses (e.g., Salesforce
Online Course Library, Trailhead) as described below.

In addition to the Case Management Solution training specific to using the new solution, we
recommend that the FCO staff take advantage of additional free training resources from Salesforce.
Salesforce incorporates training resources and best practices as part of the proposed subscription
service. If the FCO desires, additional Salesforce instructor-led training is available for an additional
cost but is not included in our proposal.

Train-the-Trainer: Incapsulate believes strongly in train-the-trainer programs. By having the FCO
resources lead training for their colleagues, not only is training more effective but also user buy-in
and adoption of the new system is increased. Experienced program personnel easily communicate
with their peers, recognize the use cases, and are able to answer questions well, connecting
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between the real-life experience and the system. To support the FCO in achieving project
objectives, Incapsulate will develop and provide a comprehensive train-the-trainer course, including
physical course materials (workbooks, template, etc.) as well as electronic materials.

Incapsulate’s technical team will be working on the deployment and functionality for the solution,
while the functional team is working with the FCO users to develop and implement a training and
Knowledge Transfer strategy. Based on the FCO’s requirements, Incapsulate will develop the
required training material and will support users in leading and delivering end-user training.
Incapsulate’s functional and technical teams will further work with the FCO’s transition/support
team to bring them up-to-speed on the business and technical implementation to support ongoing
business needs. Additionally, as part of the final deliverable of the project journey mapping, we will
provide the FCO with a plan that addresses and includes the public training material and
community outreach.

Administrator/Super User - Incapsulate trains Salesforce administrators on solution and
Salesforce admin topics. Training may be in-person and/or remote (via video conference). Further
details on training are provided below. FCO identifies CRM end-user trainers for CSRs and FCO
staff. Incapsulate trains the FCO Trainer who will then train all FCO CSRs and FCO end users.

Salesforce Help & Training Portal - Salesforce provides an intuitive help and training portal
which brings together a rich set of resources that would give the FCO a centralized way to help
solve problems quickly and easily. Salesforce also provides context-sensitive help icons throughout
the solution screens to make it easier for users to get unique help without searching. It is notable
that we don’t provide large, offline help manuals, but rather, all our help is online, so we assure that
online help is extremely thorough and effective for usability. The Help site functionality includes:

● Fully customizable - You can personalize Help to meet your specific needs,
customizing the gadget layout to show what is important to you

● Allows users to get the right answers fast - Knowledgebase is more intelligent
and comprehensive than ever (Auto Suggestion of Search Terms, Expanded
Knowledge Repository [Help Docs, Solutions, FAQs, Training, Best Practices], and
Refinement by Dimension)

● Provides chat - New engagement Channel gives customers the ability to chat with
the Salesforce support team in real time

● Has easy case management - Opening and reviewing cases is easier than ever
● Makes your administrator’s life easier - Administrators gain insight with

enhanced reporting on cases and organization information.

● Salesforce Printable Tip Sheets & User Guides - In addition to online help, Salesforce
publishes printable documentation to help you be successful with Salesforce. These
documents include tip sheets, user guides, and other resources that describe the features
and capabilities of Salesforce. These documents are available at
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=quicktour_tips.htm&language=en

● Trailhead: the Free, Fun Way to Learn Salesforce - Everyone can learn Salesforce.
Whether you are an admin, user or developer, there is a learning trail for you. Customers
can sign up for a free Developer edition account and take advantage of the fun and free
interactive learning curriculum provided at Salesforce Trailhead
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(https://developer.salesforce.com/trailhead). Users can pick specific trails, modules or
projects based on role (admin, user, etc.), experience level (beginner, intermediate,
advanced), products (Service Cloud, App Cloud, etc.) or topics (App Logic, CRM, Data
Management, etc.) to learn new skills and absorb the information they need quickly.

● Trails - there are over 65 trails to choose from that provide guided learning paths
through modules and projects and help users cover the most ground in the shortest
time. They provide users with a game plan for exploring new skills. Trails include
Admin Beginner, Admin Intermediate, Developer Beginner, Develop Intermediate,
CRM Essentials, Wave Analytics, and more.

● Modules - there are over 200 modules that dive into specific topics. Modules
introduce users to specific topics in bite-sized units. Users learn what a feature is
when it's helpful, and how to use it. Users can then test themselves with interactive
challenges.

● Projects - there are over 20 projects to choose from that provide users with
hands-on practice applying what they've learned. Projects give users hands-on
practice with Salesforce technologies via step-by-step instructions and enable them
to gain new skills and confidence working in Salesforce faster than they thought
possible.

● Developer Community - You will also have access to the Developer Community,
Salesforce's free developer program for the Salesforce Platform. The Developer Community
website is a free community-based online portal for developers where developers can learn,
access key resources, and discuss diverse topics anchored around the Salesforce
Platform. These topics include Apex Code, Visualforce, Web service APIs, database topics,
packaging and distribution of your applications, and much more.

The Salesforce Developer Community comprises a technical body of developers and
architects, system administrators and IT management.

The primary goal of the Developer Community is to promote community, learning and
conversations. This is done through articles, the blogging community and its blogs, tech
notes, sample code, providing a free Developer Edition account, together with discussion
boards, RSS feed, documentation, webinars, on-demand sessions, newsletters, event
calendar and wikis.

● Salesforce Printable Tip Sheets & User Guides - In addition to online help, Salesforce
publishes printable documentation to help you be successful with Salesforce. These
documents include tip sheets, user guides, and other resources that describe the features
and capabilities of Salesforce. These documents are available at
https://help.salesforce.com/apex/HTViewHelpDoc?id=quicktour_tips.htm&language=en

● New Releases and Updates - All Salesforce upgrades, patches, and other system
maintenance are provided as part of the subscription service with no additional cost to you.
In addition, Salesforce releases 3 complimentary upgrades each year in Winter, Spring, and
Summer versions. All Salesforce users are always on the latest version of our platform
because everyone gets instant upgrades (typically on an opt-in basis). Each time Salesforce
releases a new version of the application and the platform, the entire community can take
advantage of the latest innovations from their product development team. Because of our
multi-tenant architecture, Salesforce can provide all of its customers with a service based
on a single version of their application and can upgrade all of their customers
simultaneously with each release. As a result, Salesforce does not have to maintain multiple
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versions of its application. Each release will be delivered automatically in a transparent
manner and will not break your configurations.

2.2 Contract Items and Mandatory Requirements
The table below outlines Incapsulate’s approach to meeting or exceeding the State’s listed
requirements.

Requirements Comments

3.1.1 Enterprise level, Cloud-Based,
statewide case management
system which must be
compatible with the West
Virginia Office of Technology's
current operating system,
Windows 11.

Salesforce offers market leading Platform as a Service (PaaS) and market
leading Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions.

Salesforce is a multi-tenant, cloud-based web application. No additional
software or infrastructure is required. Salesforce manages the entire solution,
thus freeing up DHHR to manage its mission, not manage an infrastructure
solution. Additionally, Salesforce is browser agnostic and supports all major
browsers (Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Edge). No installations on users’ laptops or
desktops are required and thus the solution is accessible from anywhere with
an internet connection and a supported browser is available, including mobile
devices. As long as the user can access a supported browser to login to the
Salesforce site they will not require local administrator rights to run the
application.

The fully documented list of supported browsers and mobile devices is
available in the following articles in online our Help & Training Portal:
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.getstart_browser_overview.ht
m&amp;type=5 and
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=sf1_requirements.htm&amp;type=
0.

3.1.1.1 System must be modular to
allow system upgrades and
enhancements, must be
scalable for increasing the
number of licensed users and
to support unlimited persons,
cases, contacts, activity
transactions, and reports.

Salesforce is a modular cloud-based CRM platform that can be customized to
meet the needs of individual businesses. Salesforce modules are pre-built
units of functionality that can be added to or removed from the platform as
needed. This makes it easy for businesses to scale their Salesforce
implementation as their needs grow. Here are some of the benefits of using
Salesforce modules:

● Flexibility: Salesforce modules allow businesses to customize the
platform to meet their specific needs. This can save time and money,
as businesses do not need to develop custom software from
scratch.

● Scalability: Salesforce modules can be added or removed as
needed, making it easy for businesses to scale their Salesforce
implementation as their needs grow.

● Reusability: Salesforce modules can be reused across different
business units or departments, which can save time and money.

● Security: Salesforce modules are designed to be secure, and they
can be integrated with other security measures to protect sensitive
data.

Scalability - Salesforce is a pure multi-tenant, cloud-based web application.
Multi-tenancy gives applications elasticity. Salesforce applications can
automatically scale from one to millions of users. Processing more than 5
billion transactions each day, Salesforce is used for large-scale deployments.
Any application that runs on the Salesforce Platform is automatically
architected to seamlessly scale from 1 user to millions of users without the
customer having to do anything differently.

Limits - Salesforce does not have limits on the number of records such as
Cases and Contacts. Limits in Salesforce are based on storage, which is
based on your license type and number of licenses. If you are near your
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storage capacity additional storage can be acquired through Salesforce.
Storage limit info can be found here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.admin_monitorresources.htm&
type=5

Salesforce Releases - The Salesforce platform is constantly evolving, with
regular releases three times a year (Winter, Spring, Summer) that include
many new features. See more about Releases here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sfdo.SFDO_Keep_Up_SF_Rels.h
tm&type=5

3.1.1.2 System must have
administrative ability to create
enterprise-wide
announcements to be
displayed on the user home
page, which can be targeted
to all users, or specific group
users, or specific users.
System must enable real time
collaboration or access sharing
with
system users.

● Salesforce Flows to be used to create a Login announcement that can
be displayed based on a Users Profile or Role.

● Salesforce standard Chatter to be used to collaborate within the system
to other system Users. System based notifications are presented to
users when they receive a Charter Communication.

● Standard Salesforce Sharing Rules to be used to grant a User access to
a record if they do not have access already.

3.1.1.3 System must allow for speech
to text functionality where
applicable, and be accessible
from laptops, desktops, and
tablets.

● The solution would use browsers extensions and phone apps (such as
Android and Apple apps) for speech to text

● If required, there are a number of third-party apps that can be integrated
with Salesforce to provide speech to text functionality. Some of the most
popular speech to text apps for Salesforce include:
○ Voice Assist for Salesforce: This app allows users to enter data

into Salesforce by speaking into their phone or computer.
○ Speechify: This app provides real-time speech to text transcription

for Salesforce records, emails, and other documents.
○ Dragon NaturallySpeaking: This app is a popular speech

recognition software that can be used to enter data into Salesforce.

3.1.1.4 System must provide the
capability for authorized users
to drill down to individual data
elements in dashboard reports.
System must enable user,
manager, and administrative
dashboard and reporting tools
for performance, workload,
task and case status
monitoring by case, user,
team, and/or enterprise.

All dashboard components provide drill-down capabilities. Dashboard
components may either drill-down to other dashboards or to a detailed
underlying report.
Reports provide drill-down capabilities as well to filter and further examine
report details. Filters can either be applied by drag-and-drop options or via
URL. For URL filter parameters, please visit
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=sf.dashboards_filter_url.htm&type=
5.
You may also allow users to click individual groups, axis values, or legend
entries of a dashboard to view the source report filtered by what they clicked.
For example, if users click a wedge of a pie chart, they are taken to the source
report filtered to show values for just that wedge. Dashboards and reports can
be user, group , or enterprise based and built to: Improved visibility: Reports
can help you to gain a better understanding of your data. This can help you to
make better decisions about your business. Increased productivity: Reports
can help you to save time by automating the process of tracking and
analyzing data. Improved decision-making: Reports can help you to identify
trends and patterns in data. This can help you to make better decisions about
your business. Improved communication: Reports can help you to
communicate your findings to other stakeholder which can help you to get
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buy-in for your ideas and initiatives

Reports and dashboards can be User, group, or enterprise based which can
have the following benefits:
● Improved visibility: Reports can help you to gain a better

understanding of your data. This can help you to make better decisions
about your business.

● Increased productivity: Reports can help you to save time by
automating the process of tracking and analyzing data.

● Improved decision-making: Reports can help you to identify trends
and patterns in data. This can help you to make better decisions about
your business.

● Improved communication: Reports can help you to communicate
your findings to other stakeholders. This can help you to get buy-in for
your ideas and initiatives.

3.1.1.5 System must provide a quick
search capability based on a
single and or an advanced
multiple field/filters.

Global Search Capabilities - Salesforce offers the following ways to search
for data stored in the system with access controls based on role and profile.

Sidebar Search - From the sidebar search box users can search a subset of
record types and fields. Wildcards and filters can be used to refine the search.
Users can narrow results by clicking object names on the left side of the page
under Search Results. You’re taken to a search results page that lists only
records for that object.

Advanced Search -Users can search a subset of record types in
combination and more fields, including custom fields and long text fields such
as descriptions, notes, and task and event comments. Wildcards, operators,
and filters can be used to refine the search.

Global Search -Users can leverage the global search box in the header of all
Salesforce pages to search for more records, including articles, documents,
products, solutions, Chatter feeds, files, folders, emails, groups, and people.
Global search includes more fields, including custom fields, and long text
fields such as descriptions, notes, tasks and event comments. Choose any
searchable object in the dropdown list next to the global search box to narrow
your search to only those objects. Wildcards, operators, and filters can be
used to refine the search. Nickname matching helps users find records with
less guessing as the search engine automatically returns associated
nicknames for Account, Contact, Lead and User records in the results.
Search for Contacts using the Account Name by entering the first or last
name (or both), plus the account name. Contacts that match the search terms
and relate the specified account are returned. In addition, administrators have
the ability to determine which custom objects should be returned in the global
search results, hiding records that are not useful for end users and allowing
them to find relevant information faster. Custom synonym groups can also be
built to generate results for commonly associated terms. Standard synonym
groups are enabled by default.

Enhanced Instant Results - When a search term gets no results because of
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a possible misspelling, users see suggestions that match corrected spellings
of the search term. Salesforce checks only the record name. Spell correction
works for only one term, even when multiple terms are entered. If multiple
terms are misspelled, Salesforce corrects only the first misspelled term. Users
who include the account name when they search for a contact or opportunity
get more relevant search results. For example, search for the contact Carole
White associated with the Global Media company faster by entering Carole
White Global.

List View Search Capabilities in Lightning App -DHHR can use the
search bar to search the field data in your list views and find the records you
need in record time.

Field-level Security in Search -When users search for records, search
doesn’t return results for data in restricted fields. Field-level security is
enforced in custom objects and all standard objects, except Cases,
Knowledge Articles, and Users.

3.1.1.6 System must allow name fields
must include capacity to enter
and store nicknames,
appellations, and suffixes.

Standard Fields can capture Contact related information. If you require
additional fields to be captured that are not standard. You can create custom
fields on standard Salesforce objects such as Contacts or on custom objects.
When you create a custom field, you decide where it appears, what info it
contains, and what format it should be (such as number, text, date, or picklist
as well as many other formats)

3.1.1.7 System must maintain a
chronological and reportable
audit trail of activity by user
and/or case, including a
history of modifications to all
data and event logs by record
and/ or user.

History Tracking - History Tracking will capture changes to records in
Salesforce. This information is associated with the record that changes were
made to and are reportable. History tracking will capture who made the
change, when the change was made, the new value of the change, and the
old value it was changed from
More on Field History Tracking can be found here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.tracking_field_history.htm&typ
e=5

Event Monitoring - Event Monitoring is one of many tools that Salesforce
provides to help keep your data secure. It lets you see the granular details of
user activity in your organization. We refer to these user activities as events.
You can view information about individual events or track trends in events to
swiftly identify abnormal behavior and safeguard your company’s data. Data
captured thru Event monitor includes but not limited to logins, logouts, and
report exports. -
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/event_monitoring/eve
nt_monitoring_intro#:~:text=An%20event%20log%20file%20is,depends%20o
n%20your%20Salesforce%20edition

3.1.1.8 System must allow
administrators to add, delete,
change, or control user
role-based security
permissions by users or user
group types.

All user and application-level security are defined and maintained by the
organization administrator, and not by Salesforce. DHHR appoints the
organization administrator. An organization's sharing model sets the default
access that users have to each other's data.

A user's Profile, Role and Permission Sets defines access permissions.
Profiles - The user Profile controls access permissions to:
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● Applications
● Connected Applications
● Data Objects (Internal and External)
● Login Hours and IP Ranges
● Session Settings
● Password Policies

Roles - The user's Role, as well as the placement of that role in the
organization-defined Role Hierarchy, controls user access to specific data
records. For example, a user's Profile may indicate that a user has read,
create, edit and delete permissions to the Contact object (table) in the
database. However, the user's Role will determine which actual contact
records the user can access, which may be a subset of all defined contact
records in the database.

Permission Sets - Permission sets allow administrators to define additional
access rights that a specific user may require that do not need to be defined
for the larger group a profile is attached to.

3.1.1.9 System must provide access
to all applications and user
documentation, vendor use,
and help tool within a single
site. System must integrate
seamlessly with back-office
systems including versions of
Microsoft Suite and/or Google
Docs. System must allow
document attachments to be
scanned and associated with
one or more person/case
records, as well as complaints,
notes, and other identifiers.
System must allow documents
to be thumbnail/first page
previewed prior to full access.

User doc and Help
Salesforce Training and Learning Resources - Salesforce incorporates
the following training and learning resources and best practices as part of the
proposed subscription service as well as additional Salesforce instructor-led
training that is available for an additional cost. There are also a variety of
training resources accessible from within the Salesforce application.

Salesforce Help and Training Portal - Salesforce provides an intuitive help
and training portal which brings together a rich set of resources that would
give DHHR a centralized way to help solve problems quickly and easily.
Salesforce also provides context-sensitive help icons throughout the
application screens to make it easier for users to get unique help without
searching. It is notable that we don’t provide large, offline help manuals. All
our help is online, so we assure that online help is extremely thorough and
effective for usability.

In-App Guidance in Lightning Experience - In Lightning Experience, add
prompts and walkthroughs to your app to share information, train, or onboard
users. Write the content, select the target audience, and specify where it
appears and for how long. You can add multiple items to the same page, but
they don’t appear at the same time. By default, a user sees only one item per
24 hours, per app. Salesforce shows it again or cancels scheduled
recurrences based on whether the user interacts with or ignores the prompt
or walkthrough. Watch the video to learn how to navigate the In-App
Guidance Setup page and builder; Get Started with In-App Guidance in
Lightning Experience.

Microsoft Integration - Salesforce integrates with Microsoft productivity
apps and services, including Outlook, Teams, Office, and SharePoint. Options
include:

● Outlook integration - Sales reps can work with Salesforce records
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in Outlook, log Outlook emails to Salesforce, and draft Outlook
emails using Salesforce templates.

● Einstein Activity Capture - This tool syncs contacts between
Outlook and Salesforce and automatically captures Outlook emails
and events in the activity timeline of Salesforce records.

● Teams integration - Users can mention Salesforce records in
Teams to facilitate collaboration. They can preview record details, pin
records to channel tabs for easy access, and update records with
inline editing. Reps can also post important conversation moments
to Salesforce Chatter feeds directly from Teams.

● Extended Mail Merge - You can merge data from Salesforce
records into Word documents, including form letters, envelopes, and
labels.

● Files Connect - (additional licensing option). Salesforce can access
content from cloud-based Microsoft systems, including SharePoint
and OneDrive.

● CRM Analytics Connector for Excel - (additional licensing
option). Users can quickly import Excel data into CRM Analytics.

● Power BI connectors - You can use data from Salesforce objects
and reports in Power BI visualizations.

Google Docs - Salesforce offers capabilities for integrating with Google apps,
including Google Docs and Gmail. Your administrator can enable these
features.

With the integration between Salesforce and Google Docs, you can:
● Associate a Google doc to a Salesforce record and create, edit, or

view Google docs from a Salesforce record.
● Share a Google doc with any Google user in DHHR.
● Use a browser button to associate Google docs with Salesforce

records even when you are not working in Salesforce.
● Add Google docs to Salesforce CRM Content, which allows you to

manage all types of content in a centralized location.

The integration between Gmail and Salesforce automatically logs emails you
send from your Google account as activities on lead and contact records in
Salesforce. You can also compose emails in Salesforce and send them
through your connected Gmail account. The email is also logged on the
record from which it was sent.

Scanned documents - Scanned documents can be associated with records
in Salesforce as any other file would be. Once the file is scanned and saved,
associate the document to the Salesforce records as needed

Preview files - Files and attachments related to Salesforce records provide a
quick view of the document that is attached when the file is clicked on without
the need to save or download it.

3.1.1.10
System must support users
and administrators to schedule
and prompt future date tasks,

Tasks and Activities - Salesforce enables organizations to automatically
create tasks when workflow rules are triggered. Tasks are to-do items that
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activities, calls, and followups,
and do so with role-based
permissions, to other users.

need to be followed up on and can include but not limited to calls. They can
be associated with accounts, contacts, Complaints/Cases among other
objects including custom objects. You can follow up on the task yourself, or
assign it to another user. Tasks can also be created manually from the home
page and can be associated with accounts, contacts, Complaints/Cases
among other objects including custom objects. Using workflow, user task
creation can be triggered via events as well as time.

Administrators can pre-define tasks and populate them with standard data
such as priority, status, and due date to ensure prompt follow-through.

Users can leverage the Tasks view to track and prioritize their work. This task
list gives users a full picture of what's on their plate for all the processes and
customer relationships they are engaged in. Users can view a list of all their
open tasks showing the contacts, accounts, and other records the tasks are
related to. Details about the tasks are right there on the same page. Users
can create a task or use actions (e.g. Change Date, Change Priority, Change
Status, etc.) on the page to quickly update a task. Users can switch to views
of tasks due today, recently completed tasks and delegated tasks.

You can create tasks that repeat on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis
by selecting the Create Recurring Series of Tasks checkbox when creating a
task.

Salesforce displays event and task reminders in a reminder window. The
reminder window opens whenever a reminder is triggered. When you log in, a
sound plays if you have reminders that have been triggered since the last time
you logged in. You can customize reminders in your personal settings.

Permissions - What Tasks the User has access to will leverage standard
Sharing Rules. Details about sharing models and sharing model elements are
given below:
To specify the objects that users have access to, you can assign permission
sets and profiles.
To specify the fields that users have access to, you can use field-level security.
To specify the individual records that users can view and edit, you can set
organization-wide sharing settings, define a role hierarchy, and create sharing
rules.

More information about how a customer can configure access to data within
their Salesforce environment is available here:
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.users_mgmt_overview.htm&a
mp;type=5.

3.1.1.11
System must allow users to
return to using a quick search
feature to the three (3) most
recently accessed records or
activities. System must provide
capabilities to determine
whether a caller, a person, or
case record already exists to

Search, Recent Items and Recent Records
Global Search will return recent results that users have accessed that meet
the search criteria entered. It also has a type ahead that will show you the
records that match as you type in the Global Search bar. Salesforce will also
learn what objects are used most frequently and return those results first
when performing searches.
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avoid duplication. System
must provide a means to
merge identified duplicate
records.

The standard Recent Records and Recent Views components can also be
used to have a view into recent items/records a user has visited. Recent
Records is only visible on the Home page and shows 5 records, the user can
click into the View all for Recent Records and see up to 20 records.
The Recent Items can be shown on any page and can be configured to
display certain objects and the admin can set how many records to display

Duplicate and Merging of records
Salesforce provides a native duplicate management capability to control
whether and when you allow users to create duplicate records inside
Salesforce. Criteriato determine duplicates can be configured to your
requirements and can be used to identify duplicates, determine whether
duplicates are permissible, and create reports on the duplicates you do allow
users to save (if applicable).
More can be found herer -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.duplicate_detection_and_hand
ling.htm&type=5

To identify Complaint/Case duplicates, reports and List Views will be created
to identify potential duplicates. Users can also search for Complaints/Cases
before creating one as well as using Related Lists on a Contact and a 360 of
the Contact to identify potential duplicate Complaint/Cases. If a duplicate
Complaint/Case is identified the standard Case Merge functionality can be
used to merge up to three Cases. An Admin can configure what happens to
the merged Case once completed. See more here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=release-notes.rn_cases_case_m
erge_ga.htm&release=224&type=5

3.1.1.12
System must manage essential
information in a global record
including demographics,
telephone numbers, email
addresses, county, region,
map, links, contacts, notes,
documents, file attachments,
and associated persons
including but not limited to
relatives, children, attorneys,
and collaterals. System must
allow addresses to be United
States Postal Service (USPS)
validated. System must also
allow entry of foreign
addresses and characters.
System must allow for APO
(Military) addresses if
individuals are deployed or
stationed overseas.

Global Record and Relationship Data - The Contact record would include
your required demographic, and other contact related information regarding
the person. If the data fields that are required by you are not standard
Salesforce fields, newly configured fields can be created to capture data
based on your requirements.
Salesforce Maps and Location services or an address validation app can
manage location information for the contact.
Standard files and attachments can be associated to the Contact as needed
included pictures or
Associated persons can be managed thru Complaint / Case Participants as
well as via Party Relationship Groups

Address validation - Address validation would be through a native
Salesforce managed application (such as AddressTool Premium). If the
address is non US such as a military address the User can add the address
like they would any other address without it being validated

3.1.1.13
System must allow
retention/display of
photographic images, audio
and video files in their native
format within contact records
as needed. System must
support documentation

Files and Attachments - Salesforce supports the attachment of any file type
to virtually any object or record within Salesforce. Attachments have the
following standard fields:

● Description of the uploaded file
● Name of the uploaded file
● A privacy setting to indicate that the attachment is only accessible to

the owner and administrators
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storage within a case or
record, in all common formats
including Portable Document
Format (PDF), Microsoft Suite,
Google Docs, etc. and must
be
document level searchable.

● Size of the uploaded file

Standard Files and Attachments acceptable formats on records are listed here
-
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.mc_ceb_supported_file_types.
htm&type=5

Google Docs can be associated to Cases and other records using the Google
file related list on that record

Salesforce CRM Content - Organize, share, search, and manage content
within your organization and across key areas of Salesforce with Salesforce
CRM Content. Content includes all file types, from traditional business
documents such as Microsoft® PowerPoint presentations to audio files, video
files, Web pages, and Google® docs
The powerful Salesforce CRM Content search engine scans the entire body of
the document as well as content properties such as the title, description,
tags, categorization data, and author name. You can filter searches by
featured content, file format, author, tags, libraries, or custom fields and then
view the results with various levels of detail, providing an easy way to find
relevant content quickly.

3.1.1.14
System must provide capability
for person and case specific
alerts to be set by users, such
as status indicators and
validation messages, to
provide feedback to users
when accessing a case or
record. System must support
full case management
workflow enabling labels (i.e.,
receive complaint, preliminary
data collection, investigation, in
process, awaiting approval to
close, etc.) and time tracking
by status, workflow from initial
contact to case closure.

Status indicators and validation messages - Custom fields can be
leveraged on a Contact or Complaint/Case where a User can add alerts that
will be displayed for other users to view.

Case Management Workflow - Case management workflows would be
managed through the Case Process that includes but is not limited to the
labels listed. These labels will be managed thru the Status field and Case
Processes and are fully configurable
Standard Salesforce Milestones will manage time spent in statuses of a
Complaint / Case, including initial contact to Close. In some scenarios, field
formulas can also be leveraged to measure the time between two situations,
such as open to closing a Complaint/Case

3.1.1.15
System must support
automated or manual
assignment of a unique case
identifier upon creation of a
new case. System must
provide a way to navigate a
case summary view. System
must support correspondence
production including letter and
email templates, then can be
connect to workflows, can be
auto populated with case
record or person specific data,
and can be transmitted and
timestamped.

Case Assignment - Case assignment rules can be used to easily
route/assign Cases to queues or individual users based on business rules and
any known Case data. Complaints/Cases can be manually assigned to
queues or individuals as well.
You can also manually add a record to a queue by changing the record’s
owner to the queue. Alternatively, an assignment rule can add
Complaints/Cases to a queue based on specific record criteria. Records
remain in a queue until they’re assigned an owner. Any queue members or
users higher in a role hierarchy can take ownership of records in a queue.

Navigate a Complaint/Case - Users can navigate a Complaint/Case
Summary via the standard Case Details view. Related records to the
Complaint/Case can be viewed in the Related Lists that will give a 360 view of
a Contact as well as a Complaint/Case.

Correspondence - Email alerts are emails generated by an automated
process and sent to designated recipients. These actions consist of the
standard text and list of recipients for an email. You can associate email alerts
with processes, flows, workflow rules, or approval processes.
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Email templates can increase productivity and ensure consistent messaging.
Email templates with merge fields let you quickly send emails that include field
data from Salesforce records.
Users can manually send email templates as well from Salesforce records in
addition to them leveraged in automation with email alerts

3.1.1.16
System must support the
ability to generate
correspondence to an
individual, a group of
individuals with similar
characteristics, or to a
predefined distribution list.
System must support
templates as form letters, fill-in
form letters, customized form
letters, or custom letters
using integrated Hyper Text
Markup Language (HTML)
editor without Microsoft Word.
System must support
capability to create output in
hard copy, paper letters,
emails, or Google Docs.

Standard Email functionality to be used for sending emails from Salesforce.
List Emails
List Emails - For sending emails to more than an individual use List email,
which sends an individual email to each recipient instead of one email to the
entire group. Send individual, personalized, emails to recipients on contact
lists. Or, choose individual records on a list . Use email templates with merge
fields to customize each email. The Lists can be created and filtered to display
the Contacts of a predefined list

Correspondence with individuals through emails sent out from Salesforce can
be automated or sent manually. Emails templates are available to create and
send both manually or through automation. These emails create a log on the
record from which they are sent from. More info can be found here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.emailadmin_send_email_from_
salesforce_overview.htm&type=5

You can create custom HTML email templates without using Classic
Letterhead. If you don’t know HTML, you can paste HTML code into your
template and edit it directly in Salesforce as needed. More can be found here
-
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.creating_custom_html_email_t
emplates.htm&type=5
To create hard copies, the Public Sector Omnistudio Document Generator can
create documents that can be saved as well as printed. The saved
documents can be moved to Google Docs as needed

3.1.1.17
System must support user
addition of notes, complaints,
inquiries, tasks, calls, and
other vital data to person and
case records in accordance
with role-based security
permissions that include view,
add, edit, and delete levels of
access. System must support
role-based case
assignment/ownership, task
delegation, and case transfer
both individually and as a
group, to, among, and
between
users. System must provide for
customizable workflows
incorporating the steps and
statuses already available in
the standard workflows and
incorporating automatic
generation of related tasks.

Notes and Tasks - Standard Notes and Tasks can manage adding notes,
inquiries, tasks and calls among other data that will relate directly to a
Complaint/Case or Contact.
Complaints can be related directly to Complaint/Cases and associated to
Contacts. The ability to view, add, edit, and delete these items is managed
through the Profiles, Permission Sets and Roles.
Ownership of Complaints/Cases and Tasks will use the standard Owner
functionality. the Owner of a Task, Complaints/Cases can be an individual or a
queue. Several Users can be members of a queue. The ability to manage the
Owner of these records can be managed through the Profiles and Permission
Sets.
Transferring a Complaint/Case happens by editing the Owner of that
Complaint/Case and again can be transferred to an individual or a queue.
Automation built with Lightning Flows that is triggered off Complaint/Case
statuses that will auto create Tasks that are related to the Complaint/Case.
Included in the automation, the Tasks can be auto assigned and can be
based on certain criteria as required.
Tasks related to a Complaint/Case can also be manually generated by Users.
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3.1.1.18
System must allow agency to
attach an actual or estimated
cost per activity unit to all
activities within the workflow to
enable estimates of the activity
cost of providing complete
handling and investigatory
services.

Actual and/or estimated cost values can be captured manually on each
individual task that is related to a Complaint/Case. these costs can be
reported on individually or by Complaint/Case

3.1.1.19
System must include
monitoring functionality
allowing progress to be
monitored and
alerts/reminders generated
when workflow nears
completion or needs approval.

List Views and reports will monitor the progress of Complaint/Cases.
Email Alerts with Email templates will generate reminders and alerts when
identified workflow criteria is met including leveraging Milestones/SLA that are
nearing or have passed.
Standard Salesforce approval process will allow the approval of records in
Salesforce. When you build an approval process, you specify the steps
necessary for approval. A given step can apply to all records or just records
with certain attributes. You also specify who does the approving at each step
and the actions to take when a record is approved, rejected, or recalled.

3.1.1.20
System must provide means
for administrators to update
the look and content of the
public facing portal and the
administrator created content
on associated weblinks.

Experience Cloud templates let you build responsive sites for delivering rich,
branded spaces for your customers and partners. And with Experience
Builder, you can accomplish a lot without coding. For example, you can edit a
template’s components to include information about your site, add images to
extend your branding, and include CMS content.
More information can be found here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.networks_overview.htm&type=
5

3.1.1.21
System must provide a public
facing portal that enables
modification of text size and
other page appearance
qualities to comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) standards as well as
industry standard
login/password requirements.
System must provide a
customizable web form
incorporating a CAPTCHA
response test.

Accessibility - Salesforce is committed to providing on-demand enterprise
applications accessible to all individuals. This includes users working with
assistive technology, such as speech recognition software and screen
readers. To help meet our goal of accessible design, Salesforce follows the
internationally recognized best practices in Section 508 of the Rehabilitation
Act and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 Level AA.
Salesforce introduced the Lightning User Experience, which brings a
re-imagined user interface that is modern, efficient, and highly accessible. The
Lightning Experience is engineered with Accessible Rich Internet Application
(ARIA) features built in that help assistive technology users have the best
possible experience with Salesforce. We provide software releases three times
a year, ensuring that our customers can easily take advantage of the
accessibility features introduced in each release.

Password Settings - Salesforce standard password settings allow you to
manage your password history, length, and complexity requirements. You can
also specify what to do when a user forgets the password. More about
password settings can be found here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.admin_password.htm&type=5

CAPTCHA - Leveraging Google's reCAPTHCA, the Salesforce Web-to-Case
allows for a reCAPTCHA to be added to ensure spam Complaints/Cases are
not submitted to your Complaint/Case webform. For more information
regarding reCAPTCHA, please visit
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=customizesupport_web_to_case_e
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nable_recaptcha.htm&type=5.

3.1.1.22
System must enable
administrative development of
data field labels,
characteristics, and picklists.
System must also enable users
to search picklists using drop
down menus.

Leverage custom fields on standard Salesforce objects or on custom objects.
When you create a custom field, you decide where it appears, what info it
contains and what format it should be (such as number, text, date, or picklist).
you can read more on the depth of custom fields here -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.adding_fields.htm&type=5
Standard Salesforce reports allow users to search/filter records by picklist
values where the list of available values are presented to the user to pick and
allows the user to search for specific values to select from.

3.1.1.23
System must allow automation
of business practices of the
agency and allow
administrators to create
workflow within the
application. System also allows
for users to set a specific list of
favorites, such as searches,
templates, and contacts.
System must also provide
comprehensive standard
reports and graphics, including
management reports for
operational, performance and
outcomes,
incorporating conditions
highlighting for important
variances to targets.

Various automation functionality is available to be configured in Salesforce,
including but not limited to Lightning Flows and Workflows. These standard
tools are configured using point and click and do not require code. Two of the
key automation tools that would be used are Flow and OmniStudio.
OmniStudio is a part of the Public Sector Solution that would be used for the
Complaints/Cases solution.
More can be found here on the various automation functionality -
https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.extend_click_process.htm&typ
e=5
Favorites is a standard feature in Salesforce that is managed by each User of
what they want to identify as their favorites. Favorites allow you to quickly
access important records, lists, groups, and other frequently used pages in
Salesforce. A favorite is similar to a bookmark in a web browser, but your
favorites list is always available regardless of the browser or computer that
you use to log in to Lightning Experience.
Standard Reports

● Core Reports and Dashboards - Salesforce includes a powerful
suite of analytics and reporting tools to help you view and analyze
your data that can be accessed via the web or mobile device in
real-time. Analytic capabilities consist of several integrated parts:

● Report Types - A report type defines the set of records and fields
available to a report based on the relationships between a primary
object and its related objects. Reports display only records that meet
the criteria defined in the report type. Salesforce provides a set of
predefined standard report types; administrators can create custom
report types as well.

● Report Formats - Salesforce reports can use the tabular, summary,
matrix, or joined format.

3.1.1.24
System must provide capacity
to create and generate
comprehensive case reports,
pre-formatted, relevant to the
review/investigation type, the
reader, and level of detail
required. System must provide
for historical reports to show
trends and comparisons
between time periods. System
must provide for generation
and distribution of standard
and ad-hoc reports at regular
intervals as set by users with

To create Complaint/Case reports the PSS Document Generation tool will be
leveraged. With OmniStudio Document Generation, you can create and
maintain dynamic and crisp business-critical digital documents such as
Complaint/Case reports. The Document Generation tool merges text-based
files, such as Microsoft Word or PowerPoint, with other data sources to create
the documents. And it supports both on-demand and batch capabilities. The
available output formats include .docx, .pptx, and .pdf

Analytic Snapshots - An analytic snapshot lets you report on historical data.
Authorized users can save tabular or summary report results as snapshots on
a schedule. Analytic snapshots let you work with report data similarly to how
you work with other records in Salesforce.
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role-defined permissions.
System must provide a library
of standard reports supporting
common aspects of case
management and investigatory
practice. System must provide
ad hoc report generator for
enterprise management, with
capacity for ad hoc report
criteria to be saved for future
reports. System reporting
engine must allow report
writers to create, publish,
schedule, and distribute
standard and ad hoc reports in
varying formats including
graphs and charts.

Schedule Reports
Salesforce provides the ability to subscribe to or schedule the automatic
execution and delivery via email of reports and dashboards. You can schedule
reports and dashboards to run on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis and have
them automatically emailed to Salesforce users. In addition, when subscribing
to a report, users have the option to choose to receive new results as an .xlsx
or .csv file attached to the subscription email.
Standard Reports

● Core Reports and Dashboards - Salesforce includes a powerful
suite of analytics and reporting tools to help you view and analyze
your data that can be accessed via the web or mobile device in
real-time. Analytic capabilities consist of several integrated parts:

● Report Types - A report type defines the set of records and fields
available to a report based on the relationships between a primary
object and its related objects. Reports display only records that meet
the criteria defined in the report type. Salesforce provides a set of
predefined standard report types; administrators can create custom
report types as well.

● Report Formats - Salesforce reports can use the tabular, summary,
matrix, or joined format:

● Dashboards - A dashboard shows data from source reports as
visual components, which can be charts, gauges, tables, metrics, or
custom Visualforce pages. They provide a snapshot of key metrics
and performance indicators for DHHR. Each dashboard can have up
to 20 components. Administrators control access to dashboards by
storing them in folders which contain visibility settings.

● Permissions and Viewing of reports and dashboards - Reports
and Dashboard creation, viewing and editing can be based on
permissions and roles. Admins can define who can create, view and
edit reports.
Reports and Dashboards can be filed in folders that supports who
can see the reports within that folder.
What data and objects a User can view within a report is based on
their overall object and field permissioning as well as access to
records. If a User does not have access to certain object or fields
they will not be able to see the object or fields in reports. If the User
does not have access to records based on sharing and role access,
the User will not be able to view those records.

3.1.1.25
System upgrades,
enhancements, and error
corrections must be at no
additional cost/charge when
such upgrades,
enhancements, and error
corrections are generally made
available to its other clients of
similar systems at no additional
cost/charge.

All upgrades, patches, and other system maintenance are provided as part of
the subscription service at no additional cost to DHHR. In addition, Salesforce
releases three complimentary upgrades each year, in Winter, Spring, and
Summer versions. All Salesforce users are always on the latest version of our
platform because everyone gets instant upgrades (typically on an opt-in
basis). Each time Salesforce releases a new version of the application and the
platform, the entire community can take advantage of the latest innovations
from our product development team. Because of our multi-tenant
architecture, Salesforce is able to provide all of our customers with a service
based on a single version of our application. We are able to upgrade all of our
customers at the same time with each release. As a result, we do not have to
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maintain multiple versions of our application. Each release will be delivered
automatically in a transparent manner and will not break your configurations.

3.1.1.26
System must enable a public
facing web form and a public
use email to integrate and
populate, as specified by the
administrator, to contact,
person, or case records to
avoid duplication of data entry.

Web To Case - Web-to-Case allows customers to submit Complaints/Cases
directly from the portal. When a customer submits a Complaint/Case using
Web-to-Case, a new Complaint/Case is created and can be managed by the
State. All information entered into the web form including Contact information
will be available in the Complaint/Case. The form can be customized to
include the fields that you want customers to enter.

Email to Case - Email-to-Case allows customers to submit
Complaints/Cases directly from their email. When a customer sends an email
to a designated email address, a new Complaint/Case is created and can be
managed by the State. The Email address, subject, and body of the email are
included in the new Complaint/Case. If the email is sent from an email
address that exists in Salesforce, Salesforce will relate the existing Contact in
Salesforce to the new Complaint/Case that is created.

3.0 Past Performance
Incapsulate has extensive experience across the Salesforce ecosystem and serves clients from a
variety of industries—government, insurance, financial services, health care, non-profits, and
consulting. Salesforce’s no-code low-code platform provides enterprises with a powerful toolset for
meeting the needs of their stakeholders whether they are business, citizens, policy holders or
potential customers. In the government arena, Incapsulate is focused on helping government
organizations provide robust digital capabilities to the business and constituents they serve. Those
businesses and constituents expect convenient, user-friendly way to interact with and get help
from their government. Government agencies need robust tools to track inquiries, applications,
requests for something and outcomes. Quality digital services have become an engine for
accelerating economic growth and vitality. In the narrative below we detail three references.

3.1 Reference #1: DC OAG
Client Name District of Columbia (DC) Office of Attorney General (OAG)

Project Title Office of Child Support Services: Child Support Case Management System

Reference Contact Name Chris Tonjes

Telephone Number (202) 741-0766

E-mail Address chris.tonjes@dc.gov

Description of Services

The District of Columbia’s Office of the Attorney General’s (OAG) Office of Child Support Services (OCSS) is
responsible for providing services and support to approximately more than 40,000 vulnerable children and their
families across the District. To modernize the 40-year-old legacy systems as well as replace cumbersome
paper-based processes, OCSS turned to Incapsulate to implement a low-code/no-code cloud-based solution
capable of handling a wide range of processes and services including modules supporting the following: Child
Support Application Process, Consumer Complaints; Location Services; Paternity & Enforcement Services; and
Courts & Litigation.

The resulting solution, developed by Incapsulate in a multi-cloud environment, is based primarily on Salesforce’s
Service Cloud and also includes AWS and the Box platform. Key features include:

● Core case management services (expected to support up to 80% of all child welfare cases) to support
intake, rules-based routing, and complex workflow
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● Secure document storage and image processing to scan/detect various documents and forms of
identification and intelligently route as appropriate

● API-based access to numerous internal and external applications – including those at the District’s
Department of Transportation, the District’s Office Financial Management, and other administrative back
office systems

The new system is being rolled out in a modular fashion, with the first Go-Live taking place in May 2020 and
subsequent releases occurring approximately every 4-6 months. In addition to continuing with development of new
modules, Incapsulate is providing platform and program support. Since the initial Go-Live, the District has seen
significant improvements in both efficiency and effectiveness – and anticipates a reduction of 50% in long-term
operating and maintenance costs.

3.2 Reference #2: Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP)
Client Name Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP)

Project Title International Trade Client Portal Experience

Reference Contact Name Mary Wood

Telephone Number (804) 545-5766

E-mail Address mwood@vedp.org

Description of Services

Incapsulate provide Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP) with a new Trade Client Experience Portal
that provides a space for clients to engage and work with Trade. It provides a platform for Trade to better support
their clients and allow their clients to access information relevant to their company and relationship with Trade. The
objectives of the client experience portal were to streamline workflows for applications and reimbursement requests,
improve communications internally and between Trade and the client, and provide a place for clients to access
important materials. The Salesforce Experience Cloud provides a stable, scalable platform to meet Trade’s portal
needs and future portal implementations at VEDP. The portal was implemented in phases. The phases were
determined based on critical needs for the portal. Application Management and Reimbursement Management are the
focus areas for the first phase. This supports the following 7 out of 8 programs managed by Trade: STEP, VALET,
TSP, REP, GDP, GECP, Supply Chain Optimization1. VITAL will not be included.

3.3 Reference #3: VDH
Client Name Virginia Department of Health (VDH)

Project Title Office of Licensure and Certification System

Reference Contact Name Kimberly Beazley

Telephone Number (804) 367-2114

E-mail Address Kimberly.Beazley@vdh.virginia.gov

Description of Services

Healthcare facilities in the Commonwealth need to be licensed to service the citizens of the Commonwealth. The
license is provided by the Virginia Department of Health Office of Licensure and Certification. The current process is
manual - facilities download an application form from the VDH OLC website, fill it out, and mail it to the OLC along
with a check for payment. The OLC reviews the application and if everything checks out they mail the license to the
facility. This manual process takes a long time and can result in errors at many places in this process - for example,
facilities could miscalculate the payment amount required. Additionally, when the OLC reviews the application and if
something is incorrect or needs to be fixed, the facility needs to fill out the form once again and mail in a new form.
The OLC services 5 different types and over 2000 facilities/agencies in the Commonwealth, each with their own
forms and unique characteristics, and so they wanted a digitized solution with process automations to eliminate the
inefficiencies of the manual process.

Incapsulate created a comprehensive solution to digitize and automate processes for healthcare facilities and the
OLC. For the facilities, Incapsulate created a portal where they could create license applications. In this portal,
facilities can create applications for a new license, renew their current license, make changes to their license, or apply
for exemption. Facilities will be able to make payments online via ACH or credit cards. Facilities will also be able to
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keep track of the status of their application. If anything needs to be corrected on an application, the facility can simply
login to the portal, open up the application, and make updates as necessary. One nice-to-have feature that was
implemented for facilities is the auto-complete functionality. When facilities create a renewal, mid-term change, or
exemption application, the form will be auto-populated with the information that we have on file for the facility. This
results in an efficient and time saving process for them, and reduces errors that result from manually completing
lengthy applications. Once the application has been approved, facilities can view and download their license from the
portal.

For the OLC, Incapsulate created a comprehensive backend system where the OLC support team and supervisors
can view and respond to applications. An application goes through two stages of approval - the support team review
and the supervisor review. When an application is received, all support team users receive an email notifying them of
a new application that needs to be reviewed. A support team user takes ownership of the application and reviews it.
Upon reviewing the application, if there's an error on the application, the support team user can return it to the facility
so they can make the necessary updates. If everything looks good, the support team user can approve the
application, at which point it will be assigned to the supervisors team. When an application is assigned to the
supervisors team, all supervisors receive an email notifying them that an application needs to be reviewed. A
supervisor team user can then take ownership of the application, review it, and follow the same process as the
support team. Prior to approving the application, the supervisor will need to verify that they have reviewed all the
documents and input the license start and end dates. When the application is finally approved by the supervisor, the
system automatically generates the license, and sends an email to the facility user notifying them that their license is
available to view and download from the portal.

Incapsulate also created a solution to satisfy the FOIA requirement, so that the general public (non-facility/agency
users) of the Commonwealth can access the portal and view the facility/license for any healthcare facility licensed by
the OLC.

3.4 Reference #4: Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Federal Housing Administration’s (FHA)
Client Name Department of Housing and Urban Development, Federal Housing Administration’s (FHA)

Project Title FHA Catalyst

Reference Contact Name Renee Parks
Interactive Government Holdings (Department of Housing and Urban Development)
Program Manager

Telephone Number (571) 348-3448

E-mail Address rparks@interactivegov.com

Description of Services

Incapsulate is supporting FHA’s Office of Single-Family Housing in the modernization of legacy mainframe-based
systems across the FHA’s Office of Single-Family Housing. Built primarily on the Salesforce platform, the multi-year
effort – known as FHA Catalyst – leverages Salesforce’s Service Cloud, Communities and also makes use of Mulesoft
and Amazon Web-Services (AWS). Incapsulate has been involved in the effort since inception in early 2019,
supporting Claims Module for single-family forward mortgage supplemental and loss mitigation home retention which
eliminates paper submissions and reduces processing time. Mortgagees previously submitted supplemental claims
for FHA single-family forward mortgages by filling out and mailing lengthy paper forms. The FHA Catalyst: Claims
Module eliminates this labor-intensive process for both servicers and FHA.

To support this effort, Incapsulate has performed a broad range of business, development and integration tasks
including:

● Facilitation of requirements sessions with technical and business users to develop user stories and project
roadmaps

● Development of technical architectures, data models, release schedules, etc. in conjunction with HUD
technical leadership and architecture teams

● Agile-based iterative delivery to support frequent of release of new capabilities (approximately every 30-60
days post initial release)

● Salesforce configuration and Apex development (as required – where possible we follow a Configuration-first
approach to maximize usage of out-of-the-box platform functionality)
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● Development and delivery of reusable Lightning-based components to support rapid development of
external-facing web forms, consistent with design principles embodied in the Digital Service Playbook and
the IDEA Act.

● Configuration and development of Mulesoft-based API’s and system interfaces to support bi-directional data
exchange with legacy mainframe systems

● Integrated with AWS for document storage and file validation (to support bulk load of claims transmitted
from lender organizations, e.g., Bank of America, Wells Fargo)

Incapsulate also supported data management and security-related activities to include design and implementation of
data models (maximizing use of standard Salesforce objects to the extent possible), support for Salesforce-native
cloud encryption and two-factor authentication across a user community that include internal HUD staff as well as
several hundred external users across various lenders (e.g., Bank of America, Wells Fargo). We shepherded the initial
release through HUD’s Authority-to-Operate (ATO) process (the first-ever cloud release within FHA), performed an
extensive 508 compliance review, developed system documentation consistent with agency templates and industry
best practices that lead to a successful implementation

Post the initial launch of Claims management functionality (in December of 2019), in addition to providing new
capabilities on a frequent basis, Incapsulate has been providing post-implementation support to address defects,
support user administration and other configuration changes, consider impacts of Salesforce-drive updates (i.e.,
seasonal releases), and participate in agency-wide architecture review boards and design sessions factoring in the
most effective use of Salesforce across multiple orgs and multiple program areas.

4.0 Implementation Approach
Incapsulate’s SaaS configuration and implementation approach is an agile methodology based on
proven practices and lessons learned, which lower risk while accelerating delivery.

Establish Governance First - Governance is critical, especially to fast-moving agile projects.
Project success is based upon the clear identification of roles and responsibilities. Primarily, there
should be a single point of contact on the Client’s side and one point of contact at Incapsulate. The
management structure should be clearly defined for the project. Included in the management
structure is establishing a regular cadence and reporting schedules. If any problems or an issue
need to be escalated, there should also be a defined path of escalation. Establishing a transparent
governance structure is key to implementing a successful project.

Configuration First - Minimize the Amount of Coding/Development Work - Programming
customizations make support, maintenance, and enhancements more expensive after go-live. Our
solution is based on a “Configuration Only” approach. We will analyze existing processes and align
them to the functionality provided by the salesforce public sector case management module. We
will identify gaps and provide configuration-based best of breed solutions.

Agile Methodologies to Increase Delivery Confidence- While many organizations merely talk
“Agile,” we have incorporated Agile methodologies in our project delivery for over ten years. We
have refined our project management approach to combine the benefits of the Waterfall and Agile
methodologies; this has resulted in an efficient and controlled methodology that addresses the
reporting needs of senior management while creating a dynamic, efficient, and productive
environment for our software development teams. With our iterative development approach, we
offer frequent and accelerated adoption of Salesforce functionality in the enterprise, reducing the
overall risk to our clients.

Our implementation plan follows a five-step approach – Initial Discovery, Design, Build,
Training & Knowledge Transfer, and Test & Deploy. This approach helps identify the different types
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of work required to execute the project at each step. The figure below provides a high-level
overview of the major milestones to accomplish in each step.

Initial Discovery - Prior to beginning actual implementation activities, we recommend an initial
discovery focused on the planning and preparation necessary to set the stage for successful
project execution. During this step, we will perform an initial discovery to confirm high-level
requirements, establish key project success factors and measures, determine integration needs,
and establish project governance.

Design - The Design step is used to develop a detailed technical implementation approach for
case management system, monitoring, mobile and back-office processes, data migration,
integration, and security solution design. In this phase, we build POC to help users envision the
overall solution and the user experience. This step would further help review and validate the
proposed solution to ensure it meets the client's needs.

Build - Given Incapsulate’s Agile approach to managing projects, the Build step consists entirely of
2-week sprints with 3 days of incremental deployment, a demo of the developed functionality, and
user story acceptance at the end of each sprint. In Design, user stories are created, which are then
divided to be developed in multiple sprints throughout the Design phase.

Training & Knowledge Transfer (KT) - During this step, the technical team will be working on the
deployment and functionality for the PROD environment, while the functional team is working with
Client users to develop and implement a training and KT strategy. Based on the Client’s
requirements Incapsulate will develop the required training material and support users in leading
and delivering all end user training. Incapsulate’s functional and technical teams will further work
with the Client transition and support teams to bring them up-to-speed on the business and
technical implementation. Incapsulate will leverage a remote “Train-the-Trainer” approach.

Test & Deploy - In the Testing step, both Incapsulate’s testing team and Client SMEs or the QA
team would be heavily involved in testing the developed solution for back-office and web portal end
to end flows. At the end of testing and during the training step, the functioning prototype would be
deployed entirely to the PROD environment based on the project schedule.

Go-Live – At installation, we promote and migrate completed configurations and system
administration requirements from testing to production environments, train users and prepare for a
successful Go-live.
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Incapsulate will provide documentation as needed and maintain all technical documentation
throughout the project. Additionally, we will provide updated release copies as needed and final
documentation upon the completion of an awarded project and final acceptance, including:

● Detailed system and user documentation to Client staff responsible for the operation and
support of the system

● Technical manuals and user manuals for administrator and end-user training
● Remote Train-the-Trainer
● System implementation documentation concerning installation, configuration, testing,

interfaces, data conversion, and integration of the system

Incapsulate will provide software and system documentation that describes all software in sufficient
technical and functional detail, so that this information can be used by the FCO personnel to
maintain the system and solve identified problems..

Implementation Timeline

Incapsulate is proposing a eighteen (18) week implementation plan as outlined in the diagram
below. During the project kickoff and initial discovery meetings we will work with the West Virginia
(WV) Foster Care Ombudsman (FCO) to refine and finalize the schedule as we finalize project
requirements.

5.0 Key Personnel Resumes
For this engagement, Incapsulate has selected a team experienced with exactly the skills, abilities, and
expertise this project will require. Lawrence Foretenberry is the Account Manager who will lead our team
during the proposal and evaluation process and if selected, up until the project kick-off. Lawrence will work
closely with Andrew Carr who is the project Engagement Manager and Samir Mullik who is the
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proposed Project Manager and have ultimate responsibility for all project delivery and management of
the day-to-day work of the project team.

The figure above outlines Incapsulate’s Organizational Structure for this project. Our Project
Manager will be the single point of contact for all project matters responsible for all day-to-day
staffing and resourcing assignments. If needed, Incapsulate Chief Delivery Officer Mrudula Anne
will serve as an escalation point to the FCO for any matters not resolved at the project level. The
named personnel below constitute the core team working the project work for the FCO and will
help us to avoid project disruptions due to personnel scheduling issues. As the project nears
completion, the project team will begin interfacing with Michael Harvey, our Client Success
Manager who will lead the support team after the system goes live.

As required by the project, our core team will be augmented by specialized resources, who will
largely work off-site, such as the following:

● Configuration Specialist – Will configure workflows as dictated by the completed
workflows by the FCO; this involves the configuration of rules, workflow, escalation, and
reporting

● Trainers – Executes all project-related training. Plans training courses, develops associated
materials, and conducts training sessions (remote and/or in-person) as needed. Trainers
may be on-site more than others due to the collaborative nature of their work

● Application Developer – Supports any required development activities, primarily focused
on integrations with external systems as well as web application development

● Quality Assurance Specialist – Supports the review and testing of the solution to validate
functionality works as designed. Works with the project team to identify and resolve any
issues before deployment and Go-live.

● Data Engineer - Responsible for overall planning and execution of the data conversion
activities and serves as primary liaison with FCO IT staff responsible for legacy system data.
They will also provide Subject Matter Expertise across a variety of database tools,
technologies and in particular, ETL approaches and methodologies.

Incapsulate’s staffing model emphasizes a small group of core, client-facing resources to assess
business needs, identify requirements, and develop a responsive solution, with reach back to a
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broader technical team to support configuration, quality assurance, and other implementation
activities. The core project team (Key Personnel) is responsible for project cadence and all
deliverables. The key personnel outlined above constitute the core team working on the project
work for the FCO. Incapsulate is highly experienced in managing the staff for projects like this and
using our Project Management Plan will ensure that the FCO’s project has zero disruptions due to
Incapsulate personnel scheduling.

CRM implementations are a key focus of Incapsulate as we have a Global 311/CRM Team who
have implemented many CRM solutions to support contact centers across the United States. The
following table synopsizes the core project resources for this project. All of these resources have
implemented multiple CRM solutions for government clients. Incapsulate personnel will be onsite as
needed by the FCO, typically this is heavier during Project Kickoff, Discovery, Testing, and Go-Live
for 2-3 days per week. We will finalize the schedule with the FCO after the contract award. The
team will be supplemented by Incapsulate’s Global 311 Delivery Team that will fluctuate in size
throughout the project.

Name Role Experience
Larwence
Fortenberry

Account Manager
● Responsible for executive

alignment to overall FCO
organizational goals

Lawrence has over a decades of experience leading change
and innovation initiatives to drive increased engagement,
higher productivity, and improved customer service for clients
across the public and private sectors.

Andrew Carr Engagement Manager
● Highest level of escalation above

the Project Manager for program
and project concerns.

● Responsible for overall project
delivery and coordination of
resources across the Incapsulate
team and FCO.

● Highly skilled with Stakeholder & Executive
Communication, Operational Analysis & Optimization,
and Cross-departmental Resource Management

● Program & Product Management skills
● Experience with ERP System Improvements and

Implementations

Samir Mullick Project Manager
● Overall responsibility for project

delivery
● Manages day-to-day work of the

Incapsulate team
● Coordinates activities with the

client team and other vendors
● Serve as point of escalation for all

issues across the project

● Project Manager with a customer service focused
approach to business analysis.

● Experienced in translating business requirements into
user stories, process flows, and training documents.

● He is a collaborative team player with a client-centered
approach.

● He has followed various methodologies, including Agile
where she is adept at converting requirements into
actionable user stories.

● He will play the role of a business analyst on this project.

Swagat
Talansia

Technical Lead
● Responsible for the overall

solution architecture and
ensuring compliance with
technical standards

● Reviews all integrations with
external systems

● Provides technical subject matter
expertise

● Experienced software developer with a proven record of
delivering cloud-based solutions to clients in the public
and private sectors

● Holds multiple Salesforce and other technical
certifications

Tina
Hailemichael

Sr Business Analyst
● Responsible for creating User

Stories, Use Cases, Data Models,
ERDs, and other relevant
artifacts.

● Experience with data querying
and data mapping work

● Experienced as a Business System Analyst in SaaS Cloud
environments

● Experienced with the Salesforce platform configuring
sales, service, community clouds, and custom Salesforce
apps.

● Experience in solution design, database modeling, and
working hand and hand with technical architects.
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● Current Salesforce certification ● Ability to work in a fast paced environment and on
multiple projects at a time.

● Ability to adapt to ever changing environments and
situations.

5.1 Resumes
Andrew Carr - Engagement Manager

Executive Summary

Award-winning technology solution professional with 8+ years of experience across mobile technology development,
website development and CRM (Salesforce) delivery within Enterprise level clients. Led multiple projects within State and
Local Government with digital transformation level budgets and teams as large as 75, including a Salesforce Implementation
that reduced 34% in grant intake processing time and an Enterprise Data transformation that enabled consistent business
intelligence delivery.

Relevant Highlights Certifications, Awards, Training

● 8 years experience across Public Sector, Financial
Services and Technology industries in Digital
Transformation

● Experienced in multiple Salesforce products
including; Service Cloud, Experience Cloud and
Public Sector Solutions

● Well-versed in multiple project management
methodologies

● Salesforce Administrator
● Salesforce Platform App Builder
● Salesforce Service Cloud Consultant
● Salesforce Community Cloud Consultant
● Certified Scrum Product Owner
● Certified Scrum Master

Demonstrated Experience

Incapsulate July 2022 – Present
Engagement Manager

Leading a team of Software professionals with deep salesforce expertise. Developing systems that transform business
operations and end client satisfaction. Responsible for account management, P&L and customer satisfaction through
delivery and operational excellence.Responsible for multiple engagements across State and Local Government clients
from Project Initiation through to successful Go-Live. He has managed the following projects while at Incapsulate.

● San Mateo, CA - Environmental Health System (EHS)
● District of COlumbia (DC) - Office of Attorney General (OAG)- IT Staffing & Services
● City of Dallas, TX - 311 & Consumer Protection
● City of Burleson, TX - 311
● DC DOEE - Watershed App

Oklahoma Health & Human Services July 2021 – July 2022
Solution Architect

Delivered robust Enterprise Grants Management solution using the Salesforce platform to enable core functionality that
met ambiguous and changing goals for go-to market strategy. Led product roadmap and development for HHS Case
Management product focusing on Citizen engagement and value across core features to meet market demands.
Developed solution-definition processes to industry best practices leading to increased organization engagement,
increased opportunities in key segments and cost savings in professional services due to data-driven feature
prioritization.

CA Office of Emergency Services Sept 2020 – July 2021
Solution Architect

Large-scale implementation for Recovery Grants Management of 9 programs totaling 12,000+ Grants (projects).
Enabling Salesforce best practices for CA Office of Emergency Services Recovery division to manage the entire Grant
lifecycle for various program units, including: Hazard Mitigation Assistance,
Public Assistance and Financial Processing Unit. Implemented strategy to improve the Financial Processing Unit's Grant
intake by decreasing processing time by 34%. Developed improved approach to Financial Processing Unit's business
workflows through optimization of cross-functional collaboration and knowledge of Grant Lifecycle. Delivered business
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workflow engineering for the Hazard Mitigation Assistance Unit's implementation for 400 External Portal Users
(Experience Cloud) and 45 Internal Processing Users.

City of Sacramento Sept 2019 – April 2021
Project Manager

Led 12 person for Project Management and Business Analysis duties during Salesforce (Service Cloud) implementation
for Sacramento 311, impacting 400K registered users. Translated requirements into Digital Transformation for the
servicing of 1M+ citizens and business entities non emergency requests for the City of Sacramento. Increased
Community Portal in Mobile and Desktop (Experience Cloud) usage by 49% MOM in initial year of launch. Project
Awarded the Project Experience Award 2020 by Center for Digital Government.

Golden One Credit Union July 2018 – Sept 2019
Senior Business Systems Analyst

Led team of 16 from PMO/IT and 32 for business areas to oversee strategic improvement and innovation to organization
wide processes and procedures related to Data Management. Focused in Project areas of organization's initiatives of
Salesforce (Sales Cloud),, Enterprise Data Warehouse and Corporate SFTP Workflows. Enabled a new approach to
processes for IT Project engagement and teamwork across the enterprise landscape. Provided subject matter expertise
to process review, gap analysis and reengineering for efficiencies within each IT Domain. Delivered user story mapping
for Enterprise Data Warehouse implementation across the 4 Data Analytic teams to articulate functional and User
Experience design. Utilized Scrum framework to improve the installation timeline of the Data Layer, Transformation
Layer and BI Layer systems with IT engineers.

Intel Jan 2018 – June 2018
Senior Business Analyst

Led a team of 2 to define and develop User Stories for Microsoft Power BI Dashboards from Salesforce and Cloudera
Data Lake. Tasked to support Intel Premier Support (Service Cloud) transformation for the Altera on-boarded teams.
Created agility among the Business Workflows, User Acceptance Testing and Training Modules for two full release
cycles for both Salesforce and Microsoft Power BI to foster teamwork amongst 12 stakeholders. Developed Data Model
for 32 Business Intelligence Dashboards to enhance the Executive Leadership team's view into Intel Premier Support
across business units.
Education

Masters of Business Administration, University of Phoenix, 2016
Bachelors of Science, Finance, University of Phoenix, 2014

Samir Mullick - Project Manager

Executive Summary

Results-oriented Consultant with nine-years of experience developing and executing IT & Digital Marketing Strategies;
proven track record of driving cross-departmental scalability by implementing systems and processes that promote
standardization.
Driven by delivering Salesforce solutions that solve critical business problems and maximize user-adoption.

Certifications

● SFDC Advanced Administrator
● SFDC Administrator
● SFDC Service Cloud Consultant
● SFDC Force.com Developer
● SFDC Platform Developer I

Professional Experience

Incapsulate 2020 –
Present
Senior Consultant
Lead SFDC implementations including end to end system implementations. Ensuring successful delivery of projects by
ensuring scope, budget, and timeline targets are reached within defined parameters.
● Performing analysis and research in support of requirements definition
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● Partnering with clients to understand their functional and technical requirements; developing and documenting
requirements in a clear, accurate, and meaningful manner.

● Working with Project Managers, Architects, and other key stakeholders to engineer and develop solutions.
Mavens Consulting
2015-2018
Solutions Architect
SFDC Implementations for the Pharmaceutical industry. Played multiple roles including: Engagement/Project Manager,
Business Analyst, Trainer, and Sales Enablement Manager.
● Led 10+ SFDC implementations including a Community Cloud project enabling ● Health Care Providers to

obtain Early Access Treatment for terminally ill patients.
● Developed training material & led Training sessions for over 500 end-users.
● Served as Sales Operations / Sales Enablement Manager supporting 10 AEs.

Configero
2014-2015
Senior Business Analyst
Consultant supporting both full-life cycle Sales Cloud implementations, as well as ongoing administration and
enhancements of client environments.
● Student Enrollment Platform: Implementation & rollout of SFDC solution for Cosmetology schools; transformed

manual enrollment process into a digital solution
● Project Management App: Delivered a custom Project Management solution increasing project efficiency by ~25%.
● Digital Marketing for AppExchange App: led Digital Marketing efforts promoting of AppExchange Product, Grid for

Salesforce, aimed at improving User Experience
IBM Bluewolf
2013-2014
Business Analyst
Supporting Managed Services for organizations using Salesforce; partnering with clients to optimize their environments and
advising on strategies to scale.
● Project Management: Developing Project Plans and ensuring adherence by ensuring services are delivered within

Budget, Timeline, and Scope
● Client Management: Building client trust by adapting a customer-centered approach to engagements

Education

BACHELOR’S DEGREE
Finance & Economics
Kennesaw State University, 2011
Atlanta, Georgia

Swagat Talsania - Technical Lead

Executive Summary
Swagat Talsania is a highly accomplished, results-oriented professional with over nine years of experience as a Salesforce
Certified Technical Architect. He has a proven track record of delivering projects on time and within budget, showcasing
his expertise in Salesforce configuration and customization using both low-code and pro-code methodologies.

Currently serving as the Sr. Delivery Manager and India head for the Public Sector Business Line at Incapsulate, Swagat
has effectively managed various projects from conception to completion. His skill set encompasses various technical
proficiencies, including Apex, LWC, and integrations, allowing him to design robust and scalable solutions. Swagat brings
a holistic approach to solution architecture, ensuring optimal functionality, performance, and user experience.

With a deep commitment to continuous learning, Swagat holds 17 Salesforce certifications, including a Salesforce
Certified Application Architect, Salesforce Certified Data Architect, Salesforce Certified Service Cloud Consultant, and
Salesforce Certified Platform Developer. These certifications demonstrate his dedication to staying updated with the latest
advancements in the Salesforce platform and his commitment to excellence.

Swagat's experience at Incapsulate includes working on projects such as implementing the 311 Capsule, ACS Universities
CPT, Ad Hoc - PAN Foundation, and other public sector projects. His role as the Senior Delivery Manager involves setting
up guidelines for successful delivery processes, overseeing project teams, managing customer feedback, and
collaborating with stakeholders to ensure project success. Swagat also acts as a technical architect, where he meets with
customers, plans technology solutions, and provides technical leadership and support to internal teams.
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Throughout his career, Swagat has showcased strong leadership skills and a passion for fostering collaboration and
knowledge sharing within the Salesforce community. As the Architect User Group Leader for Ahmedabad, India, he has
actively contributed to the growth and development of the local Salesforce community, organizing events and facilitating
knowledge exchange among professionals.

Swagat's professional achievements reflect his dedication to excellence, and he is driven to leverage his Salesforce
expertise to contribute to the success of organizations and individuals. With his exceptional managerial, analytical, and
technical skills, he is well-equipped to lead cross-functional teams, foster innovation, and drive successful project
outcomes at Incapsulate and beyond.

Incapsulate Projects Worked

● 311 Capsule
● ACS Universities CPT
● Ad Hoc - PAN Foundation
● Alabama Agriculture Compliance
● Alexandria 311
● Alexandria City Public Schools
● Baltimore 311
● Bellevue CRM
● Boston 311
● Burleson 311
● Corpus Christi 311
● Dallas 311
● Dallas BikeShare
● Dallas CCMS
● Dallas Citizen Calendar
● Dallas Department of Transportation
● Dallas Food Truck App
● Dallas Online Events
● Dallas Push Notifications
● Dallas Right of Way
● Dallas Workforce App
● Indianapolis 311
● John Hancock Twine
● King County CRM
● LEAD Education
● Opelika CRM
● Opelika Inspection Management
● OSSE Transportation

● Philadelphia 311
● Prince George County 311
● Prince William County Connect
● Prince William County Tax Administration
● San Bernardino 311
● San Bernardino Land Use Services
● San Mateo County EHS Records Management
● SigEp Enhancements
● Sonoma County ESD
● Spokane 311
● Suffolk County CRM
● Tampa Connect
● Virginia Beach 311
● Virginia Beach COVID-19 Public Utility Water Relief
● Virginia Beach COVID-19 Real Estate and Property Tax

Relief
● Virginia Beach COVID-19 Remote Appointment

Management
● Virginia Beach COVID-19 Vaccine Management
● Virginia Beach FSL Worker App
● Virginia Beach Grants Management
● Virginia Beach Marketing Cloud Implementation
● Virginia Beach Police Recruitment Tracking
● Virginia Beach Unified Citizen Account
● Virginia Beach Water Relief EDRP Enhancements
● Virginia Economic Development Partnership Grants

Management
● Washington DC 311

Certifications
● Salesforce Certified Public Sector Solutions Accredited Professional
● Salesforce Certified Application Architect
● Salesforce Certified Data Architect
● Salesforce Certified Sharing and Visibility Architect
● Salesforce Certified Einstein Next Best Action Accredited Professional
● Salesforce Certified Process Automation Accredited Professional
● Salesforce Certified Security and Privacy Accredited Professional
● Salesforce Certified Heroku Architect
● Salesforce Certified OmniStudio Developer
● Salesforce Certified OmniStudio Consultant
● Salesforce Certified Marketing Cloud Email Specialist
● Salesforce Certified Field Service Lightning Consultant
● Salesforce Certified Community Cloud Consultant
● Salesforce Certified Platform App Builder
● Salesforce Certified Service Cloud Consultant
● Salesforce Certified Administrator
● Salesforce Certified Platform Developer I
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Demonstrated Experience
Incapsulate Apr 2017 – Present
Senior Delivery Manager Jul 2021 – Present

In my capacity as a Sr. Delivery Manager, my responsibilities, in addition to the responsibilities of a technical architect
include, but are not limited to:
● Setting up guidelines to establish successful delivery processes
● Overseeing teams across different stages of the project
● Maintaining cost-effective delivery within the timeframe and agreed upon scope
● Managing customer problems and evaluating their feedback
● Collaborating with multiple stakeholder teams on the overall project status
● Collaborating with resource managers and project managers to plan for a deliverable’s execution
● Reporting and communicating with transparency to the clients
● Coaching and mentoring the team on the skills required to have a successful delivery
● Coaching and mentoring the team on accepting full accountability for their assigned work
● Responsible for running the business line as a profit center

Associate Architect Jan 2020 – Jul 2021

As a technical architect, my responsibilities included:
● Meeting with the customer teams and determining the current and future needs
● Plan and decide the architecture of the technology solution for our customers
● Designing multi-cloud architecture and overseeing systems integration
● Compare multiple products and solutions and come up with the best recommendation for our customers
● Designing the structure of new technology systems, overseeing the implementation and liaising with software

development teams
● Providing technical leadership and support to internal teams
● Design, implement and maintain IT systems for our customers
● Monitor systems to ensure they meet the business and technical goals
● Assist in solving technical problems when they arise
● Producing progress reports
● Continuously researching emerging technology and proposing changes to the existing architecture.
● Mentoring staff on implementation best practices

Senior Consultant Apr 2017 – Jan 2020

In my capacity as a technical lead at Incapsulate, I am mainly responsible for:
● Converting the product vision into user stories, prioritizing product backlog based on the corporate strategy and

working with Scrum teams to convert the user stories into product features
● Effectively managing resources to deliver projects on time and within budget using agile practices
● Designing solutions to complex business problems by working closely with business and system analysts
● Providing technical support to the team members
● Managing tasks for the team members based on the changing priorities
● Defining and implementing software development best practices throughout the business unit
● Conducting code reviews to maintain the quality of code
● Managing technical debt for the product
● Technical documentation related to the product
● Addressing issues of quality, communication, culture and other issues that arise from a typical offshore

establishment
● Leading a geographically distributed and culturally diverse team
● Quick turnaround to issues reported by customers in the production environment
● Guiding offshore programmers assigned to production support team
● Identifying process improvement opportunities to increase platform stability and realize operational efficiencies

Meditab Software Sep 2013 - Mar 2017
Development Manager

In my capacity as a development manager leading a team of 18 developers, I was mainly responsible for:
● Managing requirement gathering, system analysis and finalization of technical and functional specifications for the

product
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● Delivering the projects as per the scheduled milestones
● Providing post implementation, application maintenance and enhancement support to the customers
● Defining best practices for coding and documentation
● Project and task management for the team members
● Providing technical guidance/support to the team members
● On boarding of the new team members by training team on the technology stack
● Working closely with cross-functional team to design and deliver the product
● Collaboration between onsite and offshore delivery teams

Accusol Technologies Sep 2012 - Aug 2013
Team Lead

During my tenure at Accusol Technologies as a development team lead, my responsibilities mainly included:
● Leading a team of 4 developers to deliver the product
● Designing solution to complex business problems by working closely with business analysts and the customers
● Producing clean, efficient code based on the specifications
● Integrating third-party components with the product
● Verify and deploy software programs to customer servers
● Troubleshoot, debug and upgrade existing product
● Create technical documentation for reporting
● Work with other developers to design algorithms

Prakshal Technologies Aug 2011 - Aug 2012
Software Developer

During my tenure at Prakshal Technologies as a software developer, my responsibilities included:
● Researching, implementing and managing software programs
● Identifying areas for enhancement in existing programs and developing those enhancements
● Writing efficient code complying to the best practices set by the company
● Working closely with other developers, system and business analysts
● Deploying software programs to customer servers using the tools provided.

Education
● B. E. – Electronics and Communication Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University Specialization in Embedded

Programming

Tina Hailemichael– Senior System Business Analyst
Executive Summary
Ms. Tina Hailemichael is a Senior System Business Analyst with more than ten years of experience in Salesforce,
analysis, development, testing, validation, requirements elicitation and documentation. She is a certified Scrum Master
and Scrum Product Owner. Her areas of expertise include:

● Salesforce:
ο Configuration, customization & deployment of Custom objects, Record types, Fields, Validation Rules, Profiles,

Permission Sets, Page Layouts, Workflow, etc.
ο Wide-range knowledge of Visualforce pages, Apex Classes and Lightning experience
ο Data migration & de-duping
ο Translation Workbench
ο Report and dashboard creation.

● Requirements Elicitation & Documentation:
ο Requirement Traceability Matrix (RTM)
ο Case/Defect reporting and bug tracking (Jira, Confluence, Preview, pForce)
ο System Requirement Specification (SRS) Documents, Design documents, End-user guides and others
ο Pre/Post-deployment documentation and retrospective materials.

● Analysis & Development:
ο System/Data analysis
ο Defect analysis and investigation
ο Understanding requirements & analyzing business needs
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ο Understanding legacy/current state processes.

● Testing & Validation:
ο System functionality, Integration & Regression Testing
ο Data migration validation
ο User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
ο Test Plan, Test Case, Test script.

Relevant Highlights, Technology Certifications, Awards, Training
● Salesforce
● Jira/Confluence
● ServiceNow
● Angular
● MS .NET
● MS SQL server
● MS Sharepoint
● MS Office
● MS Visio
● Softswitch
● Media Gateway.

● Scrum Master Accredited Certification
● Scrum Product Owner Accredited
● Salesforce Dreamforce 2016, San Francisco, CA
● ZTE University Next Generation, Network (FLNGN)

technical training, Shenzhen, China.

Demonstrated Experience
Incapsulate – Salesforce – Remote Jun 2022 – Present
Senior System Business Analyst
● Aid in developing requirements and other relevant documentation for new and emerging State & Local (S&L)

projects.
● Conduct client demos and presentations and assist in business development initiatives.
● Advise customers on the solutions that solve business problems and their successful adoption.
● Develop reusable templates and processes that ensure delivery excellence.
● Facilitate user workshop sessions, and engage in conversations with technical and Quality Assurance (QA) teams

that ensure systems meet business needs.

Technologies: Salesforce, Google Suit, Slack, Jira/Confluence, Lucid chart.

PwC Technology – Salesforce – Remote Jun 2021 – May 2022
Salesforce Preview Defect Manager
● In-depth understanding of existing functionality – CRM
● High-level understanding of existing functionalities – JPP, Marketing, Risk.
● Responsible for coordination with preview Lead and functional teams to understand upcoming release candidates in

detail.
● Supported kick-off conversations (lead by Preview Lead) to describe preview case & defect review process.
● Reviewed cases submitted, redirected cases/questions, or escalated to defects.
● Defected triage and management (daily) across all territories for preview defects.
● Communicated with Dev, QA, and Preview lead on defect status.
● Supported "preview" period for cases and defect remediation.
● Created and maintained reports & dashboards.
● Conducted in-depth analysis of cases/defects and facilitated meetings with businesses on possible solutions.
● Conducted post-review analysis on defects for retrospective sessions.

Technologies: Salesforce, MS Office, MS Visio.

Techfinity Solutions – Elkridge, MD Apr 2020 – Jun 2021
Sr. IT/Business Analyst
● Frontend web applications testing on various browsers and responsiveness check. Applications worked on:

ο Content Management System (CMS)
ο Project Idea Resourcing (PIR)
ο Group Management Tool (GMT)
ο Audit Review Tool (ART)

● Conducted backend data validation.
● Reported defects and tracked bugs.
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● Collaborated with the development team throughout the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) process with agile
methodology.

● Prepared end-user guides and documents.

Technologies: Angular, MS .NET, MS SharePoint, MS Visio, MSSQL, Jira/Confluence, MS Office.

Liberty Shared – Sheung Wan, Hong Kong Jun 2019 – Nov 2019
IT Business Analyst
● Localized and translated a digital case management system built on Salesforce to Amharic using a translation

workbench.
● QA testing and fixed issues regarding Data load validation and Regression testing.
● Conducted analysis on language translation tools for Salesforce.

Technologies: Salesforce, Jira/Confluence, MS Office.

CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES – Baltimore, MD Jun 2014 – Apr 2019
IT Business Analyst
● Worked with stakeholders in the Overseas and United States Operations division and the business for requirements

gathering and elicitation.
● Member and active participant in the agency-wide Salesforce Working Group.
● Engaged with the development team during the development process using Agile methodology.
● Involved in data migration activities reviewing and organizing data and load file preparation.
● Conducted testing and validation in different environments of Salesforce:

○ Configuration and functionality testing
○ Data migration validation
○ Integration testing with other systems
○ Regression testing post deployment
○ Mobile device responsiveness test on Salesforce Mobile App
○ Support on User Acceptance Testing (UAT).

● Logged and tracked data and system functionality issues using Jira.
● Closely worked with business owners and the development team on prioritizing issues and changes for the

upcoming sprint.
● Followed up on logged issues and closely worked with the development team on resolving and closing issues.
● Prepared documentation such as:

○ System Requirements Specification (SRS) Documents
○ Design Documents
○ Current state business process document
○ Job aids and user manuals.

● Provided support and coordinated change enablement efforts.
● Built and customized different types of reports and dashboards in Salesforce.
● Provided support and facilitated end user training.

Technologies: Salesforce, Jira/Confluence, ServiceNow, MS Sharepoint, MS Office, MS Visio.

ZTE (H.K.) LTD – Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Oct 2008 – Jul 2010
QA Analyst/Fixed Line Next Gen Network Engineer
● Conducted user acceptance test (UAT).
● Configuration of network equipment (Softswitch, Media gateway, IAD).
● Conducted backups and ran system updates.
● Prepared reports and documentation.

Technologies: Softswitch, Media Gateway (SIP, No7 protocols), MS Office.

Education
● Computer Science & Engineering, M. Sc. Degree, Ajou University, Suwon, South Korea, Aug 2010 – Aug 2012
● Computer Science & Engineering, B. Sc. Degree, Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Sept 2004 – Aug

2007.
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6.0 Solicitation Forms
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7.0 Pricing & Assumptions
Incapsulate has provided pricing for the implementation services in the solicitation portal as
required. The list below are Incapsulate’s assumptions for the project. Salesforce licesnses can be
acquired by the State separately or Incapsulate can work with the State to acquire the needed
Salesforce licenses.

● Salesforce is 100% cloud based and is compatible with n-1 browser versions. Please see
link for details:

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=getstart_browser_overview.htm&type=5

● The State will offer support to the Incapsulate team in accordance with the mutually agreed
upon project plan. Delays caused by the The State team will be managed through a formal
Change Management process.

● The State will assign a Product Owner for the duration of the project. The Product Owner
will have decision making authority.

● The State will provide timely access to SMEs and third party vendors.
● All Salesforce general features and license limits apply. For more details please see:

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=limits_general_parent.htm&type=0
● Additional assumptions outlined in this response and additional supplemental documents

apply.
● Salesforce internal user licenses are named user licenses.
● Platform security provided by Salesforce. Relevant security plans and documentation to be

provided by Salesforce.
● Incapsulate will provide Train-the-Trainer Training that will be mostly remote. The State

trainers will be responsible for end user training. Incapsulate has allocated up to 30
Train-The-Trainer Sessions. Each session will be up to 1 hr long and can accommodate up
to 10 people per session. Incapsulate will record the training sessions and the recording will
be available to The State users

● Incapsulate will have the necessary access to project stakeholders, SMEs, IT Team, and
other resources as necessary during the course of the project.

● The license pricing is for the core Salesforce platform. Third party apps licenses are not
included

● All Salesforce limits apply
● Custom mobile app for internal users are out of scope. All internal users can use the

standard Salesforce mobile app.
● The solution will export data in .csv & .xlsx formats. Other formats are out of scope.
● The license pricing is for the core Salesforce platform and Mulesoft. Third party apps

licenses are not included
● Assumes state will be responsable for aquiring extensions and apps required on local

machines - based on 3.1.1.3
● No more than 5 custom fields for Contacts - basd on 3.1.1.6
● Standard history tracking functionlaity used, if reports are to be created basedon history

tracking , they will be included in the overall reports count provided - based on 3.1.1.7
● Assumes out of box standard event monitoring, including the out of box anayltics. no

additional reports or dashboards are included for monitoring unless included in overall
report counts - based on 3.1.1.7

● Assumes the State has or will obtain accounts for Google Docs, Google App, and MS
Suite. licensing is out of scope - based on 3.1.1.9
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● Assumes use of Native apps to connect Google docs and MS Suite to integrate with
Salesforce. Assumes the standard functionality within these apps/connectors to be used -
based on 3.1.1.9

● Assumes any work required within Google or MS Suite in order to connect o Salesforce will
be completed by the State or the vendor who supports those applications - based on
3.1.1.9

● Assumes no integration with a scanning app. Assumes scanned documents referr to
documents created iva scanning which is done outside and not related to Salesforce. -
based on 3.1.1.9

● Assumes standard Recent Items and Recent Records functionality - based on 3.1.1.11
● Assumes standard Case merge functionlaity - based on 3.1.1.11
● Assumes standard Contact dup and merge functionality - based on 3.1.1.11
● For USPS address validation, appexchange package to be used - based on 3.1.1.12
● Assumes cost for address validation package is out of scope - estimate is 3K per year -

based on 3.1.1.12
● Assumes address validation third party app would be obtained by the State with the

assistnace of incapsulate - based on 3.1.1.12
● Standard Salesforce CRM Content search capabilities - based on 3.1.1.13
● Assumes the use of browser extensions and apps (such as Android and Apple apps) for

speech to text functionality.- based on 3.1.1.3
● Assumes the State to obtain any extension or apps for text to speech required with the help

of Incapsulate - based on 3.1.1.3
● Assumes no more than 6 Milestones (SLA trackin) on a Case/Complaint - base don

3.1.1.14
● Assumes standard Milestone functionality to manage time tracking within statuses - based

on 3.1.1.14
● Assumes no more than 2 Case Assignment Rules - based on 3.1.1.15
● Standard List Email functionality to send emails to a group of Contacts - based on

requiremetns 3.1.1.16
● Assumes no more than 2 Queues - based on 3.1.1.17
● Assumes no more than 6 auto generated Tasks based on Case status criteria - based on

3.1.1.17
● Assumes actual or estimated cost per activity unit is managed at the Activity level, this may

change post discovery to ensure the best configurable solution - based on Requirement
3.1.1.18

● Assumes standard Salesfor approval functionality to be used - based on 3.1.1.19
● Assumes no more than 2 approval process with 2 levels of approval per process - based

on 3.1.1.19
● Assumes monitoring functionlaity of progress referrs to complaint/case workflow

management - based on 3.1.1.19
● Assumes the use of stardard Salesforce Experieince Cloud templates for format and

branding will be used based on 3.1.1.20
● Assumes reCAPTCHA is secured by the State priro to the start of the project - based on

3.1.1.21
● Assumes standard functionality of reCaptcha - based on 3.1.1.21
● Assumes reCAPTCH to be placesd on the 1 complaint/case intake form on the portal -

based on 3.1.1.21
● Assumes standard favorites functionality - based on 3.1.1.23
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● Case reports assumes a generated document that containds the information in the
complaint/case - based on 3.1.1.24

● Assumes 2 generated docs for complaint/case reports - based on 3.1.1.24
● Microsoft Suite and/or Google Docs licenses out of scope
● Standard Tasks and Activities used for tasks, activities, calls, and follow- ups. No more

than 3 Custom fields on Tasks to be created
● Outside of using Microsoft Suite and/or Google Docs, standard Salesforce files and

attachments will be used for doc management
● Standard PSS data model to be used for maintaining the following but not limited to:

complaints/cases, Contacts, case participants, contat to contact relationships
● Determination of using Public Compalints and/or Cases will be determined during further

discovery but does not impact timeline or resources
● Assumes standard Email to Case functinoality, the email address used must be accessable

by the State
● Assume 1 email address provided by the state to be used to send emails to and from

Salesforce
● Assumes standard Salesforce report and dashboard functinality for all reports and

dashboards
● Assumes no more than 1 Support process to manage Complaints/Cases
● Assumes one Complaint form to capture all complaints/cases from the portal
● Assumes Standard Salesforce Search capabilities
● Standard storage capacity for data and files based on license type and count
● An open sharing model will be configured giving all internal Users access to all records.

External Users will not have access to any of the complaint/case records or contact
information.

● Assumes any doc generation required will leverage PSS Document Generation
● Assumes no more than 2 docs to be generated using PSS Document Generation
● Assumes generation of sent email as hard copy documents is possible with Document

Generation but is out of scope
● Assumes no authenticated Users on the portal, all users will submit compliants as guest

users. No login or passwords will be required to submit complaints/cases
● Standard implementation of Shield, no additional config of shield functionlaity included in

scope
● Assumes no more than 10 List Views total across all objects in Salesfroce
● Assumes no more than 3 Profiles to be configured
● Assumes no more than 2 Roles to be configured
● Assumes no more than 5 Permission Sets to be configured
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